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Abstract

Membrane fusion in the secretory pathway of eukaryotic cells, including exocytosis
of synaptic vesicles, is catalysed by SNARE proteins. In case of the synaptic vesicle
fusion, two of the members of this protein family reside on the presynaptic plasma
membrane and one on synaptic vesicles. When these three proteins come together
they undergo an exergonic reaction of zippering, from membrane distal to membrane
proximal regions, to form a coiled coil structure. This process pulls membranes towards
each other and induces membrane fusion. Despite many years of research, the molecular
mechanism of the SNARE-driven fusion is still not fully understood, and remaining
questions concern the extraordinary synaptic vesicle exocytosis speed, or translation
of the zippering force to fusing membranes.

In vitro, SNAREs are sufficient to mediate effective fusion of both native and artificial
membranes. Over the past years, reconstitution systems have been instrumental in
characterising the basic features of the SNARE-mediated membrane fusion in com-
bination with various accessory proteins (especially these involved in synaptic vesi-
cle exocytosis). First, ensemble measurements of SNARE-mediated liposome fusion
were performed, however they lacked the possibility of distinguishing of reaction steps.
Therefore, more recently, microscopy assays were developed that allow observation of
the fusion reaction on a single vesicle level. Nevertheless, these assays often lack tempo-
ral resolution for monitoring fast fusion reaction catalysed by neuronal SNAREs, and
usually involve membrane immobilisation to a solid surface that may lead to various
artefacts.

In this study a novel single vesicle assay was developed for monitoring membrane fusion
on the example of neuronal exocytosis. This assay includes giant unilamellar vesicles as
presynaptic plasma membrane mimics and smaller vesicles (either liposomes or purified
secretory granules). Membrane topology of giant liposomes ensures that only a small
portion of the membrane is involved in interactions with the surface. Additionally,
this free-standing membrane is largely free of curvature stress, similarly as presynaptic
plasma membrane. Assay allows monitoring ms-kinetics of secretory vesicle fusion,
that is close to fusion rates observed in vivo in neuroendocrine cells. What is more,
due to correct membrane topology, docked vesicles are very mobile and the mechanism
of docking can be studied in great detail. The assay presented in this study is also
very versatile as it can be adapted for other studies concerning for example endosomal
membrane fusion or viral cell entry.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Chemical neurotransmission

The basis of the chemical neurotransmission were described by Katz and colleagues in
the 1960s (Katz, 1969) based on their work on the neuromuscular junction (selected
references: del Castillo and Katz, 1954 — quantal release theory; Katz and Miledi,
1967 — release triggering by calcium) and previous studies on vesicle trafficking by
George Palade (Palay and Palade, 1955). The chemical neurotransmission occurs when
an action potential arrives at a presynaptic nerve terminal, gates the Ca2+ channels
(voltage-gated), and the Ca2+ influx triggers exocytosis of synaptic vesicles containing
neurotransmitter that diffuses into the synaptic cleft and binds to the neurotransmitter
receptors on the membrane of a postsynaptic cell (Figure 1.1) eliciting a postsynaptic
potential. Despite many years of research, the full understanding of this process is
still missing. The basic questions posed by the initial work in the 1960s are still open
(Südhof, 2013), namely:

1. How do vesicles fuse with the membrane? — This question is central
not only in neurobiology but in all areas of cell biology dealing with vesicle
traffic. The process of transporting cargo and membranes is universal for all
eukaryotic cells (a classical review on this topic is written by Bonifacino and Glick,
2004). Details about the current understanding of the molecular mechanism of
this process are presented in the following sections.

2. How does Ca2+ influx trigger exocytosis? — The Ca2+-triggered exocytosis
is also not only limited to neurons but occurs in many different types of cells
including for example endocrine (e.g. chromaffin cells in adrenal glands) and
exocrine cells, or acrosome fusion in sperm cells (various types of Ca2+-triggered
fusion are reviewed in Kasai et al., 2012). Currently, there is a consensus on
what the “calcium sensors” of vesicles are, but the exact mechanism remains still
a matter of debate.

3. How is sub-millisecond vesicle fusion kinetics achieved? — It was shown
that in fast mammalian synapses release of the neurotransmitter can occur in
microseconds after opening of Ca2+channels (Sabatini and Regehr, 1996; also
reviewed for example in Neher and Sakaba, 2008). This process requires (a) tight
control over the spatial organisation of release sites (e.g. regarding the distance
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between the calcium influx site and the vesicle), as well as (b) highly efficient
molecular machinery that would ensure membrane merger in such a short time.

(a) Spatial organisation of release sites at the presynaptic nerve terminal is
ensured by a structure called active zone that was identified as an elec-
tron dense region at the neuromuscular junction by Couteaux and Pécot-
Dechavassine (1970). Nowadays, there is much more understanding about
the molecular composition of these release sites (reviewed by Südhof, 2012),
but the functional explanation is still missing.

(b) The molecular machinery specialised for performing the fast neuroexocy-
tosis has been identified over the last two decades (reviewed in Jahn and
Fasshauer, 2012; and described in the following sections). However, how
these proteins perform their function is still unclear.

AP

Ca2+

AZ

presynaptic
nerve terminal

synaptic cleft

postsynaptic cell

21

Figure 1.1. Chemical neurotransmission principle. Schematic diagram pre-
senting the principle of the chemical neurotransmission. Synaptic vesicles filled with
neurotransmitter dock to the presynaptic plasma membrane (1) at the active zone (AZ).
Action potential (AP) triggers opening of the voltage-gated calcium channels. Calcium
influx into the cell induces exocytosis of synaptic vesicles (2). Neurotransmitter is then
released to the synaptic cleft and binds to receptors present on the postsynaptic cell.
Based on Jahn and Fasshauer (2012).
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1.2 SNARE proteins in neuronal exocytosis

1.2.1 Brief overview on the history of membrane fusion research

The first proteins known to induce membrane fusion were viral fusion proteins including
one of the best studied fusogens — the hemagglutinin glycoprotein of the influenza virus
(reviewed in Wiley and Skehel, 1987; Blijleven et al., 2016). Three independent lines
of research contributed to the understanding of the membrane fusion occurring during
vesicular trafficking in eukaryotic cells (Jahn, 2008): (i) genetic screens that enabled
identification of proteins involved in the secretory pathway, (ii) cell-free assays that
enabled biochemical analysis, and (iii) the structural and biophysical characterisation
of proteins from trafficking organelles (mostly synaptic vesicles).

The first genetic screen that allowed identification of proteins involved in secretory
pathway was initially intended for description of mutants with defects in the nervous
system and was carried out in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans by Sydney Brenner
(1974). Many of the “uncoordinated” mutants identified in this study turned out to
have a defect in the neurotransmitter release machinery. Most notably the UNC-13
and UNC-18 (mammalian homologues are called Munc13 and Munc18) proteins that
belong to one of the most important accessory proteins regulating the synaptic vesicle
exocytosis.

The second genetic screen that was central to the development of the membrane
fusion field was performed with Saccharomyces cerevisiae by Novick and Schekman
(Novick et al., 1980). In this and subsequent studies hundreds of genes involved in
the secretory pathway were discovered, including SM (Sec1/Munc18-like) and Rab pro-
teins that play a role in the preparation of membrane fusion (Sec1 and Sec4), SNARE
proteins that catalyse membrane merger (Sec9 and Sec22), and NSF with SNAP pro-
tein that regenerate SNAREs after fusion (Sec18 and Sec17).

The biochemical characterisation of the fusion reaction was enabled by the develop-
ment of the cell-free membrane fusion assays. The first experiments were done in per-
meabilised chromaffin cells (Baker and Knight, 1978) and sea urchin eggs (Vacquier,
1975) to characterise the Ca2+-triggered exocytosis. Subsequent study by Rothman
and colleagues (Balch et al., 1984) has enabled the description of protein components
involved in vesicle budding and fusion, thanks to a cell-free assay that demonstrated
transport of a protein between the successive compartments of the Golgi apparatus.
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This work has led to the identification of the complex of neuronal SNARE proteins (syn-
taxin, SNAP-25, and synaptobrevin) implicated in membrane fusion, in experiments
with the affinity purification from bovine brain using NSF (N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive
factor) as a bait (Söllner et al., 1993b). Later the same year, the theory of SNARE
complex assembly-disassembly pathway was formulated (Söllner et al., 1993a). Ac-
cording to this initial theory, SNAREs residing on the opposite fusing membranes (in
this case it was known that synaptobrevin resides on synaptic vesicles) would form
a complex and the disassembly process mediated by the NSF with the energy from
ATP hydrolysis would trigger fusion.

Afterwards, another cell-free assay by Wickner and colleagues using fusion of yeast
vacuoles (Mayer et al., 1996; Nichols et al., 1997) has proven that NSF and SNAPs are
not required for the docking and fusion. Subsequently, in 1997 it was demonstrated
that SNARE proteins in a complex are organised in a parallel way and it was proposed
that the N- to C-terminal exergonic zippering of SNARE proteins residing on different
membranes leads to fusion (Hanson et al., 1997; Lin and Scheller, 1997). This was then
followed by a first crystal structure of a neuronal SNARE complex in 1998 (Sutton et al.,
1998) presenting the soluble fraction of the proteins, completed by the structure by
Stein et al. (2009) that included also transmembrane regions (see also Figure 1.2).
Finally, experiments involving reconstitution of purified recombinant SNARE proteins
on liposomes have proven that SNAREs constitute the core fusion machinery and do
not need any cofactors to perform membrane fusion (Weber et al., 1998).

1.2.2 SNARE proteins

The SNARE (SNAP receptor) proteins are fusogens taking part in the vesicular traf-
ficking pathways in eukaryotes (Kloepper et al., 2007). They are small and mostly
membrane-anchored, and can be distinguished by a stretch of 60–70 amino acids ar-
ranged in heptad repeats, a so called SNARE motif (Sutton et al., 1998; Kloepper et al.,
2007). During the SNARE complex formation, SNARE motifs in a zipper-like fashion
assemble forming a coiled coil (Sutton et al., 1998). This structure is stabilised by
15 layers of hydrophobic interactions (Figure 1.2) and one ionic layer at the centre
(layer zero) that usually consists of one arginine — R and three glutamines — Qa,
Qb, Qc (Sutton et al., 1998; Fasshauer et al., 1998). SNARE proteins, based on their
residue at the layer zero and the position in the SNARE complex were divided into
four groups: R-, Qa-, Qb-, and Qc-SNAREs (Fasshauer et al., 1998). For the SNARE
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SNARE complex layers TMD

Figure 1.2. Neuronal SNARE complex structure. This structure (PDB ID:
3IPD; Stein et al., 2009) consists of SNARE motifs and additionally C-terminal trans-
membrane domains (TMD, labelled in yellow) of syntaxin and synaptobrevin. Syn-
taxin shown in red, SNAP-25 in green, and synaptobrevin in blue. Linkers between
the SNARE motif and TMDs are indicated in grey. Between helices marked virtual
bonds between Cα atoms interpreted as layers of the SNARE complex (Sutton et al.,
1998; Fasshauer et al., 1998). The “zero” layer is indicated in brown. Figure prepared
in PyMOL (Schrödinger, LLC), based on Hernandez et al. (2012).

complex formation, four SNARE motifs coming from four different SNARE protein
groups are required (Figure 1.2).

SNARE proteins undergo assembly and disassembly cycles (Figure 1.3; Jahn and
Scheller, 2006). The Qa, Qb, and Qc monomers are believed to form a so called
acceptor complex anchored on the target membrane (Figure 1.3 A). In the second
step, after the arrival of a vesicle, the membrane anchored R-SNARE zippers with
the Q-SNAREs in the direction from the membrane distal N-terminus to membrane
proximal C-terminus and thereby pulls membranes tightly together (Figure 1.3 B–C).
This energy releasing process is postulated to induce the fusion of two membranes
and transition of the SNARE complexes from the trans-configuration (on two apposed
membranes, Figure 1.3 C) to the cis-configuration (located on the same membrane, Fig-
ure 1.3 D). The cis-complexes are then disassembled to mostly unstructured monomers
by NSF with the energy from ATP hydrolysis, and with αSNAP as a cofactor (Fig-
ure 1.3 E–F).

SNARE complexes formed from recombinantly expressed neuronal SNAREs (lacking
membrane attachment) are resistant to sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and are not
cleaved by neurotoxins that cleave monomers (Hayashi et al., 1994). These complexes
have also high thermal stability in 70–90 °C (Fasshauer et al., 1997b).

As this work used SNARE proteins required for fast neuronal exocytosis for investi-
gation of membrane fusion mechanism, further description will mainly concentrate on
syntaxin-1A (Qa, contains transmembrane domain, further referred to as syntaxin),
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NSF
αSNAP
ATP

A

B

C

D

E

F

synaptobrevinSNAP-25syntaxin

Figure 1.3. The SNARE cycle. Diagram presenting assembly-disassembly cycle
of SNARE proteins on example of a neuronal SNARE complex. (A) SNARE acceptor
complex is formed on the plasma membrane. Then, syb from synaptic vesicle forms
a loose (B) and subsequently tight (C) SNARE complex with acceptor SNAREs, and
thereby pulls the vesicle towards the plasma membrane. This results in membrane
fusion (D). Next, cis-SNARE complex is disassembled (from E to F) by NSF with
the energy from ATP and with its cofactor αSNAP. Based on: Jahn and Fasshauer
(2012); Baker and Hughson (2016).

SNAP-25 (two SNARE motifs Qb and Qc, attached to the membrane by palmitoyla-
tion), and sybaptobrevin-2 (VAMP-2, an R-SNARE that contains a transmembrane
domain, later referred to as syb) presented as a SNARE complex on Figure 1.2.

1.2.3 Molecular details of synaptic vesicle fusion

The synaptic vesicle exocytosis defines how much of the neurotransmitter is going to
be released to the synaptic cleft during an action potential. During resting conditions
synaptic vesicles are stored in nerve terminals. Some vesicles are attached to the presy-
naptic plasma membrane in the region of the active zone. Action potential initiates
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opening of the voltage-gated calcium channels leading to the calcium influx and in re-
sult the rate of exocytosis increases 100,000 fold (see: Figure 1.1; Jahn and Fasshauer,
2012).

Proteins mediating neuronal exocytosis belong to structurally conserved protein fam-
ilies like: SNAREs (mediate fusion), Rab proteins (important for tethering), SM pro-
teins (Munc18), or CATCHR (complexes associated with tethering containing helical
rods) proteins (Munc13; see also in the following text). There are also specialised
groups of regulatory proteins responsible for the Ca2+-triggering, namely synaptotag-
mins (Ca2+ sensors) and complexins.

Deletion of either Munc18 or Munc13 leads to complete exocytosis block (Verhage et al.,
2000; Varoqueaux et al., 2002). Munc18 was initially found to interact with a closed
conformation of syntaxin where the N-terminal accessory domain (Habc domain) binds
to the SNARE motif inhibiting formation of a fusion complex (Dulubova et al., 1999;
Misura et al., 2000). Later, the second binding mode of Munc18 and syntaxin was
found involving syntaxin N-terminal peptide (Burkhardt et al., 2008). Munc13 is
a large (around 200 kDa) active zone protein that was suggested to take part in opening
the inhibitory Munc18-syntaxin complex (Richmond et al., 2001). Together, Munc18
and Munc13 probably guide SNARE proteins through the initial part of the assembly
pathway (Ma et al., 2013; Baker et al., 2015; Baker and Hughson, 2016).

The Ca2+-dependent exocytosis requires synaptotagmins and complexins. Synapto-
tagmin-1 (later referred to as synaptotagmin) is a calcium-sensor required for the syn-
chronous neurotransmitter release in neurons. It contains a transmembrane domain
that anchors it to the synaptic vesicle membrane, and two C2 domains (C2A and C2B)
that bind Ca2+ ions. The C2 domains bind to membranes containing acidic phospho-
lipids (phosphatidylserine — PS) in a Ca2+-dependent manner (Brose et al., 1992).
Additionally, the C2B domain binds to PIP2 (phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate)
enriched plasma membrane (Bai et al., 2004). It is currently controversially discussed
whether or not synaptotagmin binds to the SNARE complex (evidence for both theo-
ries presented in: Zhou et al., 2015; Park et al., 2015). On the other hand, complexins
are known to bind the SNARE complex on the groove created by helices of syntaxin
and synaptobrevin through its central helix in an antiparallel fashion (Bracher et al.,
2002; Chen et al., 2002). Two alternative mechanisms are considered: complexin either
promotes progression of zippering and sensitisation of SNAREs to the activation by
synaptotagmin (e.g. Xue et al., 2010), or acts as a clamp that blocks SNARE complex
in a partially zippered state until the Ca2+ signal arrives (e.g. Yang et al., 2010).
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In summary, in order to explain the synaptic vesicle exocytosis, currently two models
(i and ii) are debated as discussed in Jahn and Fasshauer (2012). First, SNARE pro-
teins are probably activated by active zone proteins, including Munc18 and Munc13.
Then, either (i) a partially zippered SNARE complex is formed possibly with a clamp
complexin, or (ii) vesicle is docked to the plasma membrane by other means e.g. synap-
totagmin. Subsequently, upon Ca2+ influx, (i) complex is disinhibited and complexin
is probably released, or (ii) synaptotagmin pulls the vesicle towards the plasma mem-
brane and induces SNARE complex assembly. Assembly of the SNARE complex in-
duces then merger of the synaptic vesicle and the plasma membrane, and release of
the neurotransmitter through a fusion pore.

The following questions, actually relating back to the initial questions posed by the work
of Bernard Katz in 1960s (Section 1.1), remain open regarding the molecular mecha-
nism of the synaptic vesicle exocytosis:

1. What is the organisation of SNARE proteins prior to synaptic vesicle arrival at
the fusion site? (the nature of acceptor complex, see also Discussion)

2. How are synaptic vesicles initially docked at the plasma membrane?

3. Is SNARE complex partially zippered before the Ca2+ influx? (see also Discus-
sion)

4. How is the Ca2+-mediated triggering achieved by synaptotagmin and complexin?

5. How does the mechanical force created through SNARE complex zippering trans-
late to merger of two apposed membranes? (discussed in the following section)

1.2.4 Mechanics of SNARE-induced membrane fusion

One of the most plausible explanations for the mechanism of membrane fusion is a stalk
model developed by Kozlov and coworkers (Kozlov and Markin, 1983; Chernomordik
and Kozlov, 2008), based on theory by Helfrich (1973) that treated membranes as
elastic sheets. According to the stalk hypothesis (Figure 1.4), the fusion process pro-
ceeds through generation of a “point-like membrane protrusion” that later transforms
to a stalk — a hourglass-shaped connection between two apposed monolayers. Further,
two scenarios are considered — either the stalk can further expand to form the hemi-
fusion diaphragm that transforms later to a fusion pore (steps 3a and 4 in Figure 1.4),
or stalk transforms directly to a fusion pore (step 3b on Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4. Hypothetical transition states in membrane fusion. Membrane
fusion starts when two approximated lipid bilayers (shown here as separate monolayers)
form a protrusion (1). In the next step stalk is formed (2) that can either expand to
a hemifusion diaphragm (3a) or transition directly (3b) to a fusion pore formation (4).
Finally, fusion pore dilates (5) to find energy minimum. Figure based on Rizo et al.
(2006), modified according to Chernomordik and Kozlov (2008).

Membranes approaching each other have to overcome electrostatic repulsion forces
that arise from the membrane surface (e.g. charged phospholipid headgroups). When
bilayers are around 2 nm apart from each other, hydration forces, generated by the last
layer of water molecules separating membranes, create a major energy barrier (Rand,
1981). Based mainly on molecular simulations, SNAREs are hypothesised not only
to bring membranes into close proximity, but also actively guide fusing membranes
by overcoming energy barriers up to the stage of the fusion pore expansion (reviewed
in Risselada and Grubmüller, 2012). Based on simulations at near-atomic resolution
(Risselada et al., 2011), SNAREs are believed to cause distortions in lipid packing of
outer membrane leaflets and thereby induce the first lipid bridge formation by splaying
of aliphatic tails.

Recently, thanks to electron microscopy techniques, initial intermediate states of SNA-
RE-mediated membrane fusion were visualised (Hernandez et al., 2012). These inter-
mediate states could be then correlated to the degree of SNARE complex zippering and
ability to fuse liposomes of different diameter (Hernandez et al., 2012). One interest-
ing SNARE mutation explored in this study was Δ84 syb (single amino acid deletion
at +8 layer of the SNARE complex, see Figure 1.2) that was able to fuse small lipo-
somes (∼ 40 nm in diameter) but not the large ones (∼ 100 nm in diameter) that were
stalled at the tightly docked state with apposed bilayers pressed against each other
(Hernandez et al., 2012). In a more recent study (Yavuz, 2015) it turned out that
this state cannot be reversed and is SNARE independent, suggesting a development
of hydrophobic adhesion forces between the bilayers. The development of this tight
docking intermediate is also possible with AA syb mutation laying upstream (Yavuz,
2015) in the layer −3 (I45A, M46A substitutions in syb) but takes longer (thus prob-
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ably requires higher energy from assembly of more SNARE complexes per one fusion
site).

1.3 Fusion assays

For studying biological membrane fusion, generally two approaches can be used. In
the first one, membrane fusion is measured in the conditions closest to the natural ones
(e.g. in cells), by varying possibly least parameters of the system (in this work referred
to as in vivo approaches). In contrast, in the second one the experimenter tries to build
up the system form separate constituents i.e. lipids and proteins (in vitro approaches).
Review over both types of approaches with emphasis on the process of the neuronal
exocytosis is given in the following two sections.

1.3.1 In vivo approaches to study neuronal exocytosis

A lot of knowledge especially about regulatory steps of the synaptic vesicle exocyto-
sis came from electrophysiological measurements in chromaffin cells and later in neu-
rons. Neuroendocrine chromaffin cells were long used as neuronal cells models due
to their neuro-ectodermal origin. Catecholamines are released from chromaffin cells
in a process of Ca2+-triggered exocytosis of large granules, and this process resem-
bles functionally and also biochemically the process of the synaptic vesicle exocytosis
(exceptions are: the lack of the active zone and slower kinetics; reviewed for example
in Stevens et al., 2011). Membrane fusion can be measured with electrophysiolog-
ical methods indirectly by monitoring the release of the neurotransmitter with am-
perometry (Leszczyszyn et al., 1990; Chow et al., 1992), or even more indirectly by
the measurement of neurotransmitter-triggered postsynaptic potentials. The direct
measurement of membrane fusion is possible when cell membrane surface change due
to the exocytosis is monitored with a capacitance measurement (Neher and Marty,
1982). These methods give basic information about the neurotransmitter release and
the exocytosis timing, but lack the information about the steps preceding exocytosis,
except for indirect evidence coming from cells lacking proteins for example involved in
the preparation of a fusion machinery (e.g. UNC-18 mutants discussed in Section 1.2.1).

Another approach that can be used in in vivo context is imaging. The first snap-
shots of synaptic vesicle exocytosis were obtained by coupling electrical stimulation
with electron microscopy (Heuser et al., 1979; Heuser and Reese, 1981). However, for
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the full understanding of the synaptic vesicle fusion, approaches allowing observation
of dynamics of this process were needed. For this purpose, light microscopy techniques
(especially total internal reflection fluorescence —TIRF microscopy) were instrumen-
tal, since there diffusion, docking, and fusion could be observed in the same preparation
on a single vesicle level. In this method vesicles have to be labelled and usually it was
achieved by either labelling them with a fluid phase marker that would get incorpo-
rated into vesicles during recycling rounds (e.g. with amphiphilic styryl dye FM 1-43
— Betz and Bewick, 1992), or by genetically encoded fluorescent markers (e.g. synap-
topHluorin — Miesenböck et al., 1998). In this way, exocytosis could be visualised in
chromaffin cells (Steyer et al., 1997), at the ribbon-type synapses (Zenisek et al., 2000),
or more recently in a fast nerve terminal from the central nervous system (Midorikawa
and Sakaba, 2015). Currently, more elegant systems are being developed that would
allow even better imaging of the synaptic vesicle exocytosis (for example so called
“xenapses” — Nosov et al., 2016).

The last group of in vivo approaches is observation of vesicle fusion in altered cells.
First, there were experiments with permeabilised cells (described in Section 1.2.1). An-
other type of a fusion assay that was developed (Avery et al., 2000) involved membrane
patches generated by sonication of PC12 cells (neuroendocrine cell line; Greene and
Tischler, 1976) that had still secretory granules attached to the plasma membrane. In
this way experimenter gained access to manipulation of intracellular factors, for exam-
ple soluble proteins form the cytosol (Avery et al., 2000), or could alter the cytoplasmic
membrane leaflet composition (Lang et al., 2001).

1.3.2 In vitro approaches to study neuronal exocytosis

The first evidence that SNAREs constitute the main catalysts of membrane fusion
came from experiments where purified proteins were reconstituted onto liposomes (We-
ber et al., 1998). In this study (Weber et al., 1998), two sets of liposomes had reconsti-
tuted either plasma membrane SNAREs or a synaptic vesicle SNARE (syb), and upon
mixing of these two types of vesicles membrane fusion would occur. A well established
lipid mixing assay (Struck et al., 1981) was used to monitor the reaction where one
set of vesicles contained NBD-PE and rhodamine-PE that were exhibiting fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET). Upon fusion fluorescently labelled lipids would get
diluted with unlabelled lipids coming from another vesicle, and thus the donor de-
quenching can be observed. Since then, so called fusion assays were adapted in many
different ways.
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One of the adaptations made in order to study the effect of membrane curvature on fu-
sion kinetics was the use of larger liposomes, namely large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs,
∼ 100 nm in diameter; Hernandez et al., 2012), or giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs,
> 1 µm; Malsam et al., 2012), instead of small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs, ∼ 40 nm;
Weber et al., 1998). Then, also a possibility to monitor hemifusion was introduced
with a system that would quench the outer leaflet of liposome membrane bilayer with
dithionite based on the method developed by McIntyre and Sleight (1991; SNARE-
mediated fusion — Hernandez et al., 2012). Another modification was to monitor
SNARE complex formation leading to membrane fusion by FRET measurements in-
volving fluorophores attached to luminal (C-terminal) parts of syntaxin and synap-
tobrevin (Schuette et al., 2004). Finally, assays that would monitor successful pore
formation were proposed (so called “content mixing”; primary assay ideas: Ingolia and
Koshland, 1978; Wilschut et al., 1980; Niles and Cohen, 1987; SNARE-mediated fusion:
Nickel et al., 1999; Hu et al., 2003; Bowen et al., 2004; Diao et al., 2010; Kyoung et al.,
2011). For more details see Section 2.5.8 and 2.5.9.

Most of the described above assays can be classified as so called “bulk fusion assays”
that are characterised by ensemble measurements of the reaction progress. Although
bulk fusion assays have been instrumental in unrevealing some details of the SNARE-
mediated fusion, they do not allow to distinguish discrete steps of the reactions like
docking and fusion. In order to access information about steps preceding fusion, sin-
gle vesicle approaches were needed. Currently, there is a number of assays allowing
observation of fusion events on a single vesicle level (Figure 1.5).

The first assay that allowed observation of single vesicle SNARE-mediated fusion was
presented by Fix et al. (2004), and later the same year Bowen et al. (2004) also intro-
duced monitoring of the content release. These assays involved supported lipid bilayers
(SLBs) with reconstituted plasma membrane SNAREs (syntaxin and SNAP-25) and
liposomes with syb. Already first measurements revealed that SNAREs can induce
membrane fusion with much faster kinetics that previously inferred from bulk assays.
However, these first assays had some problems like for example low number of mo-
bile proteins in SLBs, or that fusion had to be induced by heating (Bowen et al.,
2004). This assay was then further modified by adding polymer-conjugated lipids into
the SLB that could potentially increase the space between the substrate (microscope
coverslip) and bilayer, and improve protein mobility (Karatekin et al., 2010). Another
variation of this method involved different method of SLB formation (Kalb et al.,
1992) that required in the first step formation of a lipid monolayer (protein free) with
a Langmuir-Blodgett technique (Blodgett, 1935; Blodgett and Langmuir, 1937) and
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Figure 1.5. Single vesicle fusion assays. Diagram presenting an overview of single
vesicle fusion assays studying SNARE-mediated fusion with representative references.
Description in text.

subsequently, in the second step fusion of protein containing vesicles that would com-
plete the membrane bilayer. In this way, asymmetry in leaflet composition can be
maintained (Crane et al., 2005), and SNARE proteins are preferentially oriented to-
wards the solution and not the substrate, and hence have also higher mobility (Wagner
and Tamm, 2000, 2001). So far, with this assay modification, fastest SNARE-mediated
fusion events were observed that took only about 20 ms from docking (Domanska et al.,
2009).

Further type of a fusion assay involving planar membrane bilayers and liposomes in
solution, involves pore-spanning membranes prepared on porous substrates (Höfer and
Steinem, 2011; Schwenen et al., 2015). Proteins reconstituted on such a membrane
exhibit high mobility (Schwenen et al., 2015), but the delay between docking and
fusion is very long (measured in seconds rather than milliseconds; Schwenen et al.,
2015).

Another approach used in single vesicle assays is a modification of the initial approach
with two liposome populations (Weber et al., 1998), for observation of single fusion
events. Two variations of this assay were reported with liposomes either being in
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solution with detection by FCCS (fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy; Cypi-
onka et al., 2009) or ALEX (alternating laser excitation; Kim et al., 2012), or with
one set of liposomes being immobilised on a surface and second set added in solu-
tion (Yoon et al., 2006, see also Figure 1.5). The latter approach (with immobilised
vesicles) was extensively developed (Kyoung et al., 2013; Brunger et al., 2015), and cur-
rently allows observation of the Ca2+-triggered fusion (Kyoung et al., 2011; Diao et al.,
2012; Lai et al., 2014), but still with relatively high, and non-physiological Ca2+ con-
centrations (500 µM). All of the vesicle-based approaches presented in this paragraph,
reported rather slow fusion events, also probably due to technical constrains of the used
imaging techniques.

Despite the substantial development and wide use of the single vesicle assays, there
is still a functional gap between the in vitro approaches and synaptic vesicle fusion
observed in cells. First, the Ca2+-triggering is hard to achieve in vitro, and second,
the speed of vesicle fusion is usually orders of magnitude slower than in vivo. The reason
for the lack of the Ca2+-triggering is that the molecular mechanism is still unknown
and therefore cannot be reconstructed in vitro. The fusion speed however, should
be determined by the concentration and activation state of SNARE proteins. Despite
using various SNARE concentrations and also an artificially activated acceptor complex
(see also Section 2.2.3; Pobbati et al., 2006), time from docking to fusion, even in
the fastest case, is still at least 10 times slower than in vivo (Domanska et al., 2009).
The reason for that may be attachment of the membrane to the surface (in case of planar
membrane bilayers as well as immobilised vesicles) that may restrict lateral diffusion of
proteins as well as lead to development of stress forces that may affect the energetics of
the membrane merger. What is more, in case of fusion of two populations of vesicles,
both types of liposomes are highly curved in contrast to the native situation with
synaptic vesicles and the plasma membrane.
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1.4 Aims of this study

The aim of this study was to investigate the mechanism of SNARE-mediated synaptic
vesicle exocytosis. For this purpose a novel single vesicle, GUV-based membrane fusion
assay was developed in the course of this work, in order to address specific questions
that are remaining in the field of chemical neurotransmission (see questions on page 22).
Especially two concerns were emphasised in this study, namely:

1. How fast can SNAREs induce membrane fusion? — This question was addressed
by monitoring liposome and chromaffin granule fusion events in a GUV-based
assay (Section 3.2).

2. How does directional SNARE zippering translate to formation of membrane fu-
sion intermediates? — This question was addressed by monitoring the dock-
ing process of vesicles with SNARE complex assembly mutants — Δ84 syb and
I45A, M46A syb (Hernandez et al., 2012; Yavuz, 2015) — described before to
stall liposome fusion at the docked state (Section 3.3).

giant vesicle membranepresynaptic plasma membrane

synaptic
vesicle

Ca2+

liposome

plasma membrane SNAREs synaptobrevin

Figure 1.6. Reconstruction of synaptic vesicle exocytosis in an in vitro
assay.

In order to access information about various steps of the membrane fusion reaction,
single vesicle monitoring is needed. Additionally, for assessment of the influence of
specific conditions on the fusion reaction, more simplistic, in vitro approaches are
usually a better choice. Up to now, single vesicle, in vitro fusion assays that were
described still lack some features observed in vivo (like for example fast fusion speed),
and may be prone to artefacts due to surface immobilisation of membranes (except
for FCCS and ALEX-based assays that lack possibility of monitoring the reaction at
appropriate time resolution, see also Section 1.3.2). Because of that, in this study a new
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GUV-based assay was developed that minimises the surface-related artefacts as well as
provides a natural membrane topology for studying synaptic vesicle exocytosis with one
of the membranes being relatively flat and the second one highly curved (Figure 1.6).
Since GUV system has not been extensively used before for similar types of studies,
a large part of this work comprises formation optimisation and characterisation of
SNARE containing GUVs (Section 3.1).

The GUV-based assay was designed in a way that it could be easily applied for ad-
dressing other biologically important questions that can concern the Ca2+-triggering
of synaptic vesicle exocytosis, or the mechanism of other SNARE proteins that take
part for example in endosomal fusion.
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2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

Most of the used chemical reagents were from Sigma-Aldrich or ThermoFisher Scien-
tific. Commercially available reagents were of highest purity grade. Specific reagents
are listed in the Appendix Table A.1 (general reagents), Table A.2 (detergents), or in
the Table A.3 (lipids).

All detergents listed in Table A.2 except for octyl β-D-glucopyranoside (OG) are from
Anatrace. OG was purchased from Glycon. Additionally, CHAPS was from Anatrace
and Triton X-100 was from Merck.

Specific solutions used in this study are listed in the Appendix Table A.6.

Equipment, instruments, and miscellaneous products used throughout this study are
listed in the Appendix Table A.4 and Table A.5, and otherwise stated in text. Specifi-
cation of the microscope setups used is described in Table A.7.

2.2 Protein handling

2.2.1 Basic methods

Bacterial transformation

Escherichia coli BL21 DE3 cells (electrocompetent from Stratagene/Agilent Tech-
nologies) were transformed with plasmids carrying constructs listed in Table 2.1 us-
ing a modified protocol from Dower et al. (1988). All used protein constructs were
cloned into the NdeI/XhoI restriction sites of the pET28a expression vector (Novagen,
2003). For electroformation, bacteria (∼ 70 µl) were thawed on ice and then mixed
with 50–100 ng of plasmid DNA in an electroporation cuvette (0.2 cm gap, BioRad).
The electroporation was performed with MicroPulser (BioRad) with an electrical pulse
2.5 kV. Then, bacteria were mixed with 1 ml of preheated LB medium (Bertani, 1951;
without glucose) and incubated at 37 °C shaking for ∼ 45min. Afterwards, bacteria
were plated on a LB agar plate (1.8 % w/v agar dissolved in the LB medium) with
kanamycin, and grown overnight at 37 °C.
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Table 2.1. Protein constructs. All protein sequences were derived from Rattus
Norvegicus unless stated otherwise. Constructs were cloned into a pET28a expression
vector.

Abbreviation Protein name
Amino
acids
range

Mutations Reference

syb 49–96a

Vamp-2/
Synaptobrevin-2

49–96 - Pobbati et al.
syb 1–96 1–96 S28C Margittai et al.
WT syb 1–116 - Pabst
Δ84 syb 1–116 Δ84 Siddiqui et al.
AA syba 1–116 I45A, M46A Wiederhold et al.

- 1–206 C84S, C85S,
C90S, C92S Fasshauer et al.

SNAP-25 C84S, C85S,
- 1–206 C90S, C92S, Margittai et al.

S130C
syntaxin Syntaxin-1A 183–288 - Schuette et al.

NSFa,b

Vesicle-fusing
ATPase/

N-ethylmaleimide
Sensitive Fusion

protein

1–744 - Winter et al.

αSNAPa,c NAPA/
SNAP alpha 1–295 - Winter et al.

aexpressed and purified by Ursel Reis or Dr. Halenur Yavuz (Yavuz, 2015)
bChinese hamster sequence (Cricetulus griseus)
cbovine sequence (Bos taurus)

Protein expression

The expression and purification of proteins was done essentially as described in Her-
nandez (2012) and Yavuz (2015, especially syntaxin purification protocol). For pro-
tein expression a colony was picked from a LB agar plate and grown overnight in LB
medium at 37 °C. On the next day, this pre-culture was used for a large scale expression
in TB medium (initially presented by Tartof and Hobbs, 1987 with further modifica-
tions reported in Cold Spring Harbor Protocols, 2006; supplemented with 50 µg/ml
kanamycin). Cells were grown shaking at 37 °C until they reached OD600 0.8–1.0, and
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then expression was induced with 0.5 mM IPTG. Recombinant protein was expressed
for 4 h at 37 °C and then harvested via centrifugation (20 min, 4 °C, 4, 100× g), resus-
pended in resuspension buffer (Table A.6, ∼ 100 ml), and stored at −20 °C.

Protein purification

For protein extraction and purification bacteria were thawed and subsequently the ex-
traction buffer (Table A.6, 100 ml) supplemented with lysozyme (4 mg/l of initial cul-
ture), MgCl2 (1 mM), DNaseI (tip of a spatula), protease inhibitor cocktail tablet
(cOmplete, EDTA-free, Roche) was added. Afterwards, this mixture was incubated
for 15 min at room temperature. Cells were then lysed with a sonicator (Branson
Sonifier 450, microtip limit, 50 % duty cycle, 4 × 40 strokes), supplemented with 6 M
urea, and incubated for around 15 min. Protein was later harvested by centrifugation
(60 min, 4 °C, 25, 000 × g) and then incubated for at least 2 h with Ni-NTA agarose
beads at 4 °C (Qiagen, 12 ml beads per 6 l culture). Beads with bound His-tagged
protein were collected on Econo-Column (BioRad), washed with the wash buffer and
protein was eluted with the elution buffer containing concentrated imidazole (both so-
lutions in Table A.6). After overnight dialysis (dialysis buffer, Table A.6, supplemented
with thrombin for the His-tag cleavage 5 mg/ml in 50 % glycerol, 1 U/µl, 100 ml for 5 ml
of protein solution; MWCO 8 kDa), protein was further purified by ion exchange chro-
matography (with the ÄKTA system) using a NaCl gradient (from 50 mM to 500 mM)
for elution (buffer with HEPES 20 mM, pH 7.4, DTT 1 mM, EDTA 1 mM, and supple-
mented with OG for syb 1–116 and CHAPS for syntaxin). Depending on the protein
isoelectric point (determined in ExPASy database, Gasteiger et al., 2005), anion ex-
changer (for syntaxin and SNAP-25) or cation exchanger (for synaptobrevin) was used.
Protein purity and His-tag cleavage efficiency was evaluated by Tricine–SDS-PAGE fol-
lowed by Coomassie blue staining (see section Tricine–SDS-PAGE and Coomassie blue
staining). Fraction concentration was calculated based on the absorbance at 280 nm
(NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer, Thermo Scientific), and extinction coefficients
and molecular weight determined by ProtParam tool available in the ExPASy database
(Gasteiger et al., 2005) with the Beer–Lambert law (Equation 1). Aliquoted protein
was then snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until use.
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Tricine–SDS-PAGE and Coomassie blue staining

Proteins were analysed by electrophoresis with Tricine–SDS-PAGE according to the pro-
tocol by Schägger and von Jagow (1987) with following modifications. Stacking and
separating gel contained 4 % and 10 % acrylamide, respectively, and the electrophoretic
run was performed at 60 V for 15 min followed by 120 V for ∼ 45 min. For visualisation
the polyacrylamide gel was stained with a Coomassie blue by briefly boiling the gel
in the Coomassie solution in the microwave and subsequent ∼ 5 min incubation in
the room temperature. Next, the gel was destained in 2 steps by gently shaking for
5 min in the destaining solution 1 and for several hours in the destaining solution 2
(Table A.6).

2.2.2 Protein labelling

Fluorescent dyes (Table A.1) were coupled to single cysteine mutants of syb 1–96 and
SNAP-25 according to the manufacturers instructions (Molecular Probes, 2006). For
the Oregon Green 488 (OG488) iodoacetamide, methanol was used as a solvent, and
for the Texas Red (TR) maleimide, DMSO was utilised. Dyes were added in 6–10×
molar excess to the protein solution (with DTT dialysed out) and incubated for 2 h
at room temperature. The unreacted dye species were then removed by size exclusion
on PD-10 columns. Dye concentration (c) was calculated with the Beer–Lambert law
(Equation 1), by measuring dye absorbance (A) at the absorption maximum wavelength
on NanoDrop 1000, and with light path length (l) and dye extinction coefficient (ε).

A = εcl ⇒ c = A

εl
(1)

Protein concentration was determined with a Pierce 660 nm Protein Determination Kit
according to manufacturers instructions (Pierce Biotechnology, 2013), with absorbance
readout on a microplate reader (Genios Pro, TECAN). Degree of labelling (DOL, Equa-
tion 2) was obtained by comparison of dye (cdye) and protein (cprotein) concentration in
the final fractions.

DOL = cprotein

cdye
(2)
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2.2.3 SNARE acceptor complex formation

SNARE acceptor complex (the so called ΔN complex) consisting of SNAP-25, syntaxin
lacking its N-terminal domain, and syb 49–96 was assembled from purified monomers
as described in Pobbati et al. (2006) with the use of OG as in Hernandez et al. (2012).
Briefly, monomers were mixed in the molar ratio 1:1:1.5, respectively, and the OG con-
centration was adjusted to 1 % (w/v). After overnight incubation, complex was purified
by ion exchange chromatography with anion exchanger in the presence of 1 % (w/v)
OG with a 2-step linear NaCl gradient (complex eluted at ∼ 300–400 mM salt). Purity
of the complex was assessed by analysis of unboiled protein sample with Tricine–SDS-
PAGE and Coomassie blue staining, and activity was checked by determination of syb
1–96 (labelled with OG488) binding efficiency with fluorescence anisotropy measure-
ment (as described in Section 2.4). The purified complex was then snap frozen and
stored at −80 °C until use. Labelled complex was essentially formed in the same way,
with the exception of SNAP-25 being replaced with a S130C mutant coupled to Texas
Red.

2.3 Lipid vesicle preparation

Lipid mixtures used for preparation of liposomes were prepared from PC, PE, PS and
cholesterol mixed in a ratio of 5:2:2:1, respectively. Labelled lipids, biotinylated lipids,
or lipophilic tracers were incorporated by replacing a portion of PC (or PE in case
of PE-labelled species) with usually 1 mol% of respective labelled molecule (1.5 mol%
were used for NBD/Rhodamine FRET experiments). Synaptobrevin was reconstituted
in a protein to lipid ratio 1:500 and the ΔN complex 1:1000, unless stated otherwise.

2.3.1 Small unilamellar vesicles

Small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) were prepared essentially like described in Pob-
bati et al. (2006) with some modifications, and according to the co-micellisation method
(Allen et al., 1980). Lipid mix was dried under the nitrogen stream and then resus-
pended in a liposome buffer supplemented with 5 % (w/v) sodium cholate at a total
lipid concentration of 13.5 mM (50–100 µl). After addition of the SNARE proteins,
the mixture was subjected to a size-exclusion chromatography (Sephadex G-50 su-
perfine resin, equilibrated with liposome buffer). Eluate drops were illuminated with
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a laser pointer. Liposome-rich fraction was identified as the most light-scattering frac-
tion (∼ 500 µl). SUVs were collected and stored for up to 5 days in the fridge until
use.

2.3.2 Large unilamellar vesicles

Large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) were prepared based on the protocol by Düzgüneş
(2003) as described in Hernandez et al. (2012) with small modifications. Lipid mix
was prepared in a pear-shaped flask (5 ml) previously purged with argon. Solvent was
removed with a rotary evaporator (BÜCHI Rotavapor R-124) by gradually lowering
the pressure to 50 mbar (∼ 45 min). Afterwards, the lipid film was dissolved in diethyl
ether and then, the liposome buffer was added (diethyl ether to liposome buffer ratio
3:1) in volume that would make 8 mM final lipid concentration after organic solvent
evaporation. The resulting two-phase mixture was dispersed by sonication (Branson
Sonifier, fine tip, 50 % duty cycle at minimum intensity) 3× 45 s with at least 45 s-long
breaks with cooling on ice. Subsequently, diethyl ether was removed by reverse-phase
evaporation by gradually lowering the pressure to 25 mbar (∼ 90 min). The resulting
solution that contained multilamellar vesicles (volume again adjusted to 8 mM final
lipid concentration) was then extruded (Mini-Extruder, Avanti Polar Lipids) by passing
the vesicle solution multiple times (∼ 25×) through polycarbonate membranes with
pore sizes of 400 and then 100 nm.

Reconstitution of SNARE proteins was obtained with a slightly modified method from
Hernandez et al. (2012) based on a procedure from Rigaud and Lévy (2003), essentially
following the protocol described in Yavuz (2015). The SNARE protein insertion is
highly dependent on the ratio of lipids and detergents (the R-value) as explained in
Hernandez et al. (2012), with the R-values defined by Equation 3 (Rigaud and Lévy,
2003):

R = [Dtotal]− [DCMC]
[lipid] (3)

where [Dtotal] and [DCMC] denote total and CMC concentrations of the detergent, re-
spectively; and [lipid] is the lipid concentration. The liposomes, protein, OG and lipo-
some buffer were mixed to obtain lipid concentration of 4 mM and R-value of 1.5 for
syb and 2.0 for the ΔN complex reconstitution, assuming 5.5 mM lipid concentration
in the liposome solution (due to lipid loss during extrusion) and CMC of OG 17 mM
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(Rigaud and Lévy, 2003). The volume of prepared liposomes varied between 100 and
500 µl. This mixture was then dialysed in 2 steps (overnight and then in the 2nd buffer
∼ 3 h, 2 l buffer volume) against the liposome buffer containing 2 g/l of Bio-Beads dur-
ing the first dialysis to remove the detergent. Depending on the volume of prepared
liposomes either dialysis cassettes (0.2–0.5 ml) or MINI dialysis devices (≤ 100 µl) were
used, both with 2000 MWCO. LUVs containing reconstituted proteins were stored for
up to 5 days in the fridge until use.

2.3.3 Giant unilamellar vesicles

Formation of GUVs containing reconstituted proteins is known to be very demanding,
although it has been performed in the past (see e.g. Ajouz et al., 2000; Girard et al.,
2004; Doeven et al., 2005; Aimon et al., 2011). The most traditional method was
to dehydrate native membranes or proteoliposomes with a protein of interest along
with exogenous lipids and rehydrate them (Criado and Keller, 1987; Ajouz et al.,
2000). However, such a procedure, probably due to not-well-controlled rehydration
process, was known to be highly inefficient and yield a very heterogeneous population
of giant vesicles (Girard et al., 2004). To solve this problem, the procedure of GUV
formation was then further improved by implementation of electroformation technique
(Angelova et al., 1992) being successfully used for formation of GUVs containing bacte-
riorhodophsin (Manneville et al., 1999). Still, this method utilised organic solvents that
could potentially denature many proteins other than bacteriorhodophsin and therefore
was not suitable for other preparations. Finally, a procedure of GUV formation di-
rectly from dried proteoliposomes was introduced (Girard et al., 2004; Doeven et al.,
2005). In this method, preformed proteoliposomes were dried on the surface of con-
ductive indium tin oxide (ITO) glass slides (or platinum electrodes) and afterwards
electroformation chamber (see Figure 2.2) is filled with a rehydration buffer. Such
chamber is then connected to a function generator that supplies an AC electric field
according to an appropriate protocol (voltage, time and frequency, Angelova et al.,
1992). The main disadvantages of this method that may influence protein activity
include (i) drying of the protein that is incorporated in the proteoliposomes and that
(ii) rehydration buffer for most successful electroformation protocols contains no salt.
Although, there have been continuous efforts to overcome these disadvantages (Do-
even et al., 2005; Pott et al., 2008; Aimon et al., 2011; Dezi et al., 2013), it turns
out that protocols for successful formation of giant proteoliposomes vary depending on
(i) lipid composition, (ii) reconstituted protein, (iii) buffer composition, (iv) resistance
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and quality of conductive slides (or platinum electrodes) used, and finally (v) chamber
design (i.e. volume, spacer thickness, electrode surface). In practice it means that
the proteo-GUV formation protocol has to be re-optimised each time for new set of
parameters, described earlier.

 

assembly of an electroformation
chamber and filling it with a rehydration

buffer containing 200mM sucrose

electroformation:
3 h, 10Hz, Vpp= 3.4V
1h, 4Hz, Vpp= 3.4V

collection of GUVs from
the electroformation chamber

drying a drop of SUVs
O/N under vacuum

on ITO coated glass slides

lipid mix
preparation

drying of the lipid mix
under the nitrogen stream

rehydration with a buffer
containing detergent and addition
of the protein for reconsitution

size exclusion chromatography

SUV preparation GUV preparation

Figure 2.1. GUV preparation workflow. Flowchart presenting a workflow for
the ΔN-GUV preparation.

The formation procedure of giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) containing reconstituted
ΔN complex had to be optimised in the course of this study, and is described in Sec-
tion 3.1.1 and the workflow is presented in Figure 2.1. In the final form, protocol
resembled one reported by Bacia et al. (2004) and was done with an electroformation
technique (Angelova et al., 1992). For all experiments except for iSCAT microscopy
measurements, GUVs contained 1 mol% of biotinylated-PE (Section 2.5.3). GUVs were
formed by drying a drop of ΔN-SUVs on indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glasses (Ta-
ble A.4) overnight in an exsiccator. Afterwards, an electroformation chamber (Fig-
ure 2.2) was assembled and completely filled with 200 mM sucrose solution (∼ 600 µl)
with the use of a thin needle and a syringe. Electroformation was performed with
a function generator (PCGU1000, Velleman) operated by software PcLab2000SE (Velle-
man) on a Windows XP computer. Sinusoidal alternating electric field was applied for
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3 h (Vpp = 3.4 V, 10 Hz) followed by a detachment phase for around 1 h (Vpp = 3.4 V,
4 Hz). Finally, the chamber was disassembled, GUVs were collected for further experi-
ments, and stored for up to 5 days in the fridge.

Figure 2.2. Electroformation chamber design. Schematic representation of
an electroformation chamber used for GUV formation. SUVs are dried on the glass
surface in regions marked in blue before the chamber assembly. The electroformation
chamber is assembled from two glasses (coated on the one side with ITO), directed
with conductive sides towards each other and with a 3 mm-thick ring-shape spacer
(light grey). The rehydration buffer (200 mM sucrose) is filled in the chamber with
a syringe by puncturing the silicone spacer with a thin needle. The function generator
is connected to the glasses with crocodile clips, through a stripe of a copper tape (dark
grey stripes) attached to glass with conductive glue (Table A.5). Based on the original
chamber design presented in Angelova et al. (1992).

For iSCAT microscopy experiments, GUVs were prepared with essentially the same pro-
tocol with the exception of platinum electrodes (Angelova and Dimitrov, 1986) that
were used instead of ITO slides, because this method yielded a bit larger GUVs. For
these experiments ΔN-SUVs were prepared in the Max Planck Institute for Biophys-
ical Chemistry in Göttingen (Germany) and then they were transported to the Max
Planck Institute for the Science of Light in Erlangen (Germany) and subjected to
GUV preparation procedure there. All experiments performed in Erlangen were done
together with Susann Spindler (from the institute in Erlangen, group of Prof. Vahid
Sandoghdar).
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2.3.4 Chromaffin granule purification and labelling

bovine adrenal glands

dissection

medullae

homogenisation
300 mM sucrose, 20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 
200 µM PMSF
1,200 rpm

homogenate

@ 1,000×g, 15 min

S1 P1

S2

@ 12,000×g, 15 min

P2
(crude CG fraction)

2 M

0.3 M

@ 110,000×g, 60 min

CGs

sucrose
gradient

P2

2×

Figure 2.3. Chromaffin granule purification procedure. Diagram schematically
presenting protocol used for the chromaffin granule purification according to Park et al.
(2012b). Centrifugation steps are indicated with an “@” symbol. Description in text.

Chromaffin granules (CGs) were purified from bovine adrenal gland medullae with
a density gradient centrifugation method (Figure 2.3) as described in Park et al. (2012b)
and based on protocol by Smith and Winkler (1967). Fresh bovine adrenal glands were
obtained on ice from a local slaughterhouse and all subsequent steps were performed
at 4 °C. After dissection, medullae were minced with scissors and subsequently ho-
mogenised using a cooled glass-Teflon homogeniser at 1, 200 rpm in 300-mM sucrose
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Figure 2.4. Activity control for the purified chromaffin granules. Purified
chromaffin granules fuse with ΔN liposomes. Test performed as described in Park et al.
(2012b) with a lipid mixing method (Section 2.5.8). 10 µl of CGs were added to 10 µl
NBD-Rho labelledΔN-LUVs and NBD dequenching was monitored (black trace). Con-
trol was done with ΔN liposomes preincubated with molar excess of soluble syb 1–96
(blue trace). Measurement was performed in 37 °C in Fluoromax 2 spectrophotometer
(Jobin Yvon) by monitoring fluorescence with excitation at 460 nm and emission at
538 nm. The % of lipid mixing was calculated by normalising to the maximum NBD
signal created after addition of 0.1 % Triton X-100 that dispersed all lipids present in
the sample.

buffer (300 mM sucrose, 20 mM HEPES pH 7.4 adjusted with KOH, supplemented with
200 µM of protease inhibitor PMSF). The sample was then centrifuged at 1, 000×g for
15 min and pellet (P1) was discarded. The supernatant (S1) was further centrifuged
at 12, 000 × g for 15 min, resuspended and washed for 2 more rounds. Pellet (P2)
was then resuspended in 300-mM sucrose buffer and loaded on top of a continuous
sucrose gradient (from 300 mM to 2 M sucrose) and further centrifuged at 110, 000× g
for 60 min. CGs were then resuspended from the pellet in liposome buffer, snap frozen
in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until use. Additionally, after purification, fuso-
genic activity of CGs was checked by monitoring fusion-mediated dequenching of NBD
coming from NBD-Rho labelled ΔN liposomes (Figure 2.4, lipid mixing assay principle
described in Section 2.5.8).

Chromaffin granule preparation and activity control was performed together with
Dr. Yongsoo Park (Göttingen, now Izmir, Turkey) according to his optimised protocol
(Figure 2.3).
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Prior to use, CGs were thawn on ice, added to a dried lipid film consisting of TR-PE,
and subsequently incubated 30min in 37 °C shaking (method modified from Kiessling et al.,
2013). This procedure resulted in fluorescently labelled granules that could be visu-
alised under microscope as can be seen in Figure 3.16.

2.4 Bulk fluorescence anisotropy assay used for monitoring of
the ternary SNARE complex formation

Fluorescence anisotropy of a fluorophore reports the polarisation of the emitted light
when a fluorophore was excited with a polarised light. The anisotropy value depends
on the preferred orientation of the fluorophore and can be therefore used to asses
the conformational motion of the labelled residue in a protein of interest reporting on
events like complex formation or complex disassembly (Lakowicz, 2006). Anisotropy is
calculated from the following equation:

r = IVV −GIVH

IVV + 2GIVH
(4)

where IVV and IVH denote fluorescence intensities of the vertically and horizontally
polarised emissions of the fluorophore with vertically polarised excitation light, and G
is a correction factor depending on the instrument that is calculated from:

G = IHV

IHH
(5)

with IHV and IHH denoting fluorescence intensities of the vertically and horizontally
polarised emissions of the fluorophore with horizontally polarised excitation light.

Fluorescence anisotropy of OG488 attached to syb 1–96 S28C (Figure 3.2, 3.3 and
3.7) was measured on Fluorolog 3 spectrophotometer equipped with magnetic stir-
ring, a temperature controller set to 37 °C, and with built-in polarisers (Table A.4).
The excitation and emission wavelength was set to 488 and 520 nm, respectively; the in-
tegration time set to 2 s, and G-factor (Equation 5) was measured separately for each
set of experiments. Measurement was performed in the liposome or disassembly buffer
(600 µl, both buffers listed in Table A.6) with 100–200 nM syb 1–96 OG488 by adding
100 µl of ΔN-GUV solution (final lipid concentration 5–15 µM). For the disassembly
measurements (Figure 3.7), reaction mixture contained additionally αSNAP (1 µM)
and NSF (90 nM).
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2.5 Microscopy: imaging and analysis

2.5.1 Fluorescence imaging

The microscopy setups used for the fluorescence imaging are described in Table A.4
and Table A.7. The custom-build imaging chamber consists of the coverslip holder,
that is reusable, and a functionalised coverslip (see Section 2.5.3).

2.5.2 The iSCAT microscopy

Ei

Er

Es

CMOS

LASERBS

OB

TS

Figure 2.5. The iSCAT microscopy principle. Diagram schematically presenting
the principle of interferometric scattering microscopy. The basic iSCAT setup consists
of: a translation stage (TS), an objective (OB), a beamsplitter (BS), a CMOS camera
(CMOS) and a laser. Inset presents the principle of signal generation: the incident
light (E i) is focused by the objective on the sample, while the signal is generated by
the light reflected (E r) at the coverslip interface and by the light backscattered by
particles that are being illuminated (E s). Based on Ortega-Arroyo and Kukura (2012).

The interferometric scattering (iSCAT) microscopy (Lindfors et al., 2004; Kukura et al.,
2009; Hsieh et al., 2014; Ortega-Arroyo and Kukura, 2012) was developed in the group
of Prof. Vahid Sandoghdar (Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light in Erlangen,
Germany) and allows very fast, label-free, 3D imaging, with very accurate particle
localisation (Ortega-Arroyo and Kukura, 2012). The basic principle of this type of
microscopy is that instead of relaying on the fluorescence emission of a fluorophore
it collects the light scattered by the imaging object along with the reference beam
reflected by the coverslip surface. Interference of these two signals creates an image
(Figure 2.5). Since the collected signal is not dependent on the number of photons
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emitted by the fluorophore, the imaging rate is not limited by that. Additionally,
also z-position of the imaged object can be determined based on the differences in
the optical path length and resulting change in the overall phase (visible as amplitude
modulation, Krishnan et al., 2010; see also Figure 3.21 B).

All experiments with iSCAT were performed together with Susann Spindler (research
group of Prof. Vahid Sandoghdar) on her home-built iSCAT microscopy setup at
the Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light in Erlangen (Germany). GUVs for
these experiments were prepared with the platinum electrode method (see Section 2.3.3)
and instead of being immobilised at the coverslip surface were held in place by gentle
aspiration with a micropipette (Figure 3.21 A). The imaging rate was set to 1 kHz.

2.5.3 Immobilisation of GUVs

B B

B B

N

B B

B B

N

B B

B B

biotin
-cap-PE

N

B B

B B

N

coverslip

BSA

GUV
membrane

Figure 2.6. GUV immobilisation principle. Schematic illustration presenting
the GUV immobilisation method. Clean coverslips are coated with biotinylated BSA
(biotin marked with B) and then with NeutrAvidin (N). GUVs are immobilised by in-
teraction of biotinylated lipids (biotin-cap-PE) incorporated into the GUV membrane,
with NeutrAvidin attached to the coverslip. Based on the illustration from Huber and
Sakmar (2011).

New glass coverslips (for details see Table A.4) were cleaned by bath sonication in
the 2 % (v/v) of Hellmanex II solution (Table A.1) for 20 min, followed by thorough
washing in Milli-Q water (at least 3×), and additional 10 min of bath sonication also in
water. Glass coverslips were coated with biotinylated bovine serum albumin (2 mg/ml)
for 1 h, and subsequently with NeutrAvidin solution (0.7 mg/ml in liposome buffer, 1 h).
100–200 µl GUV solution, diluted with 300 µl liposome buffer containing 1 mM MgCl2
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for better adhesion (this phenomenon was described in detail for GUVs in a recent pub-
lication by Gleisner et al., 2016), were introduced into an imaging chamber equipped
with a coated coverslip on the bottom. Around 30 min incubation was sufficient for
GUVs to settle and become immobilised at the coverslip surface (Figure 2.6). The con-
centration of biotinylated lipids in the GUVs had to be optimised (Figure 2.7), and
1 mol% was found to be the most optimal concentration

0.0001 0.01 1 

biot-PE (mol%)

Figure 2.7. Optimisation of biotinylated lipid concentration needed for
GUV immobilisation. Representative images showing optimisation of biot-PE
concentration. Protein free GUVs were prepared directly from a lipid mix with a short
electroformation protocol (Table 3.1). Membrane visualisation was obtained by sup-
plementing liposome buffer with TMA-DPH (Table A.3). Images show the extent of
GUV immobilisation on NeutrAvidin functionalised coverslips after 20 min incubation
followed by 3× washing with liposome buffer. Scale bar 10 µm. Note that higher
biot-PE concentrations (e.g. 5 mol%) led to GUV bursting due to probably too much
tension. Best immobilisation was obtained with 1 mol%.

2.5.4 Design of the GUV-based fusion assay

The GUV-based fusion assay for investigation of neuronal SNARES (Witkowska and
Jahn, 2016) involves GUVs containing reconstituted plasma membrane SNARE pro-
teins (in this work the ΔN complex) that are immobilised in the imaging chamber,
and liposomes or purified secretory vesicles (in this work SUVs, LUVs and chromaffin
granules) containing vesicular SNARE — synaptobrevin 2 (Figure 2.8). First, the unil-
amellar GUV was selected on a coverslip (as described in Witkowska and Jahn, 2016;
vesicles that were not unilamellar, i.e. did not have uniform membrane fluorescence,
showed a higher fluorescence intensity than other GUVs of similar size, or contained
luminal inclusions, were excluded from image acquisition and data analysis) and mi-
croscope focus was positioned at the equatorial plane of the selected GUV. Then,
usually just before image acquisition liposomes or chromaffin granules were added to
the imaging chamber by pipetting directly on top of the selected GUV. For the flu-
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orescence imaging, membrane lipids, vesicle content, or protein can be labelled with
a fluorophore.

GUV

coverslip

LUV synaptobrevinsyntaxin

SNAP-25 ΔN complex

Figure 2.8. A GUV-based fusion assay design. Schematic illustration of a GUV-
based fusion assay developed in this study. Description in text.

2.5.5 Basic analysis of microscopy data

All images were primarily analysed and normalised with Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012).
The analysis involved adjustment of the brightness and contrast of the lookup table.
Background fluorescence correction was performed where indicated, by subtraction of
an averaged fluorescence intensity value taken form a region of interest being outside
of the visible GUVs. Some images (Figure 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16) were processed with
a bicubic extrapolation algorithm (available in Fiji) for better visualisation. However,
for generation of the intensity profiles (Figure 3.14 and 3.16), raw images were taken.

For quantification of the GUV membrane fluorescence intensity (see also Section 2.5.6),
as well as for the generation of GUV membrane fluorescence intensity profiles (Fig-
ure 3.14 and 3.16) a macro was developed (Script 1, inspired by a description from
Kurps et al., 2014) that involved linearisation of the GUV membrane. With this
method, GUV was identified on an image and was subsequently transformed to polar
coordinates with the Polar Transformer plugin installed in Fiji. Such linearised mem-
brane was then either analysed for average membrane fluorescence intensity (Script 1)
or an intensity profile was created (e.g. Figure 3.14). For the fluorescence intensity
profiles (Figure 3.14 and 3.16), images taken before transformation were normalised
by subtracting an averaged stack image from every time frame. The line profiles were
extracted from around 1 µm-thick region of interest containing the linearised GUV
membrane.
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Further analysis of numerical data (e.g. frequency counts, curve fitting) was usually
performed with Origin software (OriginLab) unless stated otherwise. Average values
are presented ±SEM.

2.5.6 GUV reconstitution efficiency determination

The concentration of ΔN complexes in the GUV membrane (Cprot) was determined as
described in Aimon et al. (2011) with some modifications (adapted from Witkowska
and Jahn, 2016):

Cprot = Imp

Nf ×Mref × F
(6)

where Imp is the membrane fluorescence intensity of the protein, Nf is the number of
fluorescent dyes attached to one protein molecule, Mref is a calibration factor, and F
is the calibration scaling factor.

In this method, membrane fluorescence intensity of the TR labelled complex was com-
pared with that of a reference fluorophore (TR-PE), expressed with a calibration factor
Mref:

Mref =

n∑
i=1

Iml
Cml

(i)

n
(7)

that is calculated from a calibration curve (Figure 2.9) generated from membrane
fluorescence intensities (Iml) of n-number of varying concentrations of TR-PE (Cml).

Additionally, intrinsic properties of a dye attached to a molecule (protein or lipid) were
taken into account, by scaling the calibration (Mref) with a fluorescence intensity ratio
F of a bulk, equimolar, detergent solutions of labelled species:

F = Idp

Idl
(8)

where Idp and Idl are fluorescence intensities of detergent solutions of labelled protein
and lipid, respectively.

Membrane fluorescence peak intensities were calculated using a self-written macro (Sec-
tion 2.5.5 and Script 1).
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Figure 2.9. Calibration curve for determination of protein reconstitution
efficiency into GUVs. Calibration curve (red line) for the acceptor complex mem-
brane intensity determination, created by measuring membrane intensities for various
TR-PE concentrations in GUVs (box plots, description as in Figure 3.9; n =15, 17, 23,
and 14 starting from 0.05 mol% TR-PE, respectively). Inset shows an equatorial focus
plane used for membrane intensity determination. Figure and figure legend adapted
from Witkowska and Jahn (2016).

2.5.7 Diffusion coefficient determination of molecules incorporated into
GUV membrane

For calculation of lipid and protein diffusion coefficients in a GUV membrane, fluo-
rescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments were performed (section
adapted from Witkowska and Jahn, 2016). FRAP is a traditional method to deter-
mine diffusion coefficient of molecules in the membrane (Poo and Cone, 1973, 1974). In
this method, based on the diffusion speed of labelled species into the bleach spot from
unbleached regions, the diffusion coefficient is determined. A circular bleach area was
located on the top of the GUV (Figure 2.10 A, as in Tareste et al., 2008; Lira et al.,
2014; Motta et al., 2015; Pincet et al., 2016). Digitised fluorescence intensity data
were normalised and analysed with a self-written macro (Script 2 and 3) implementing
data extraction from microscopy images in Fiji and automatic analysis in GNU Octave
(Eaton et al., 2015), based on the manual by Miura (2012). Normalised data points
were averaged for each group of GUVs with the same bleaching settings and coming
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Figure 2.10. Diffusion coefficient determination of molecules incorporated
into GUV membrane. (A) Schematic representation of bleach area at the top of
the immobilised GUV used for the FRAP experiments. (B) Representative example
of a mean FRAP recovery curve (black dots, grey error bars represent SD, n = 9)
for TR-PE used for diffusion coefficient determination (Figure 3.6) with a Soumpasis
model (fit shown with a red line). Figure and figure legend adapted from Witkowska
and Jahn (2016).

from the same preparation, and fitted to the formula developed by Soumpasis (1983):

f(t) = Ae
−τ
2t

[
I0

(
τ

2t

)
+ I1

(
τ

2t

)]
(9)

where I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order 0 and I1 is the modified
Bessel function of the first kind of first order, A is the amplitude, t is time and τ is
the time constant. The diffusion coefficient D is calculated from:

D = w2

τ
(10)

with w being the radius of the bleached spot.

2.5.8 Detection of fusion by lipid mixing

The most traditional way to study vesicle fusion in vitro is by monitoring mixing of
the lipids coming from the two populations of fusing vesicles (see also Section 1.3.2).
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Such lipid-mixing assays relay on the FRET (Förster, 1948) between fluorophores in-
corporated into vesicle membranes. The FRET signal (depending on the average dis-
tance between fluorophores) can either increase (i, Gibson and Loew, 1979) or decrease
(ii, Struck et al., 1981; Weber et al., 1998) upon fusion, depending whether the FRET
donor and FRET acceptor are localised on the membrane of the same initial set of
vesicles. In the first case (i), the fluorophores are initially located on separate vesicles
and only upon fusion-mediated lipid mixing, the fluorophores can perform the energy
transfer from donor to acceptor (decrease in the donor fluorescence intensity, e.g. Gib-
son and Loew, 1979). In the second case (ii), both fluorophores are located on the same
membrane at the beginning of the reaction, and fusion leads to incorporation of more
unlabelled lipids to the membrane leading therefore to increase of the average distance
between donor and acceptor fluorophore and decreased FRET (increase in the donor
fluorescence intensity can be monitored, e.g. Struck et al., 1981). For the lipid mixing
measurement performed with chromaffin granules and liposomes in Figure 2.4 donor
dequenching was used (ii), while for the measurement of bulk lipid mixing observed
under the microscope (Figure 3.10) donor quenching was used (i).

Bulk lipid mixing experiments (Figure 3.10; method description adapted from Witkow-
ska and Jahn, 2016) involved GUVs containing 1.5 mol% NBD-PE and LUVs contain-
ing 1.5 mol% Rhodamine-PE. Upon vesicle fusion, FRET between these two labels
occurs and thus NBD fluorescence is quenched. Based on the principle of accep-
tor photobleaching FRET microscopy (Bastiaens and Jovin, 1998; Jares-Erijman and
Jovin, 2003), photobleaching of Rhodamine (FRET acceptor) in the equatorial plane
of the GUV led to the recovery of NBD fluorescence.

In case of single vesicle to GUV fusion a non-FRET pair of fluorescence membrane la-
bels was used (usually DiO and DiD), and fusion was identified by the diffusion of LUV
label in the GUV membrane. Images were acquired as z-stacks (containing usually 3–4
planes separated by 0.3 µm) over time in order to capture events where vesicle docking
was followed by diffusion on GUV membrane (in 3 dimensions). Such xyzt image stacks
were then treated as continuous time sequences (sometimes processed additionally with
a bicubic extrapolation algorithm) and were searched for docking, undocking, and fu-
sion events. Fusion was additionally confirmed with membrane fluorescence intensity
profiles (described in Section 2.5.5).

In order to describe chromaffin granule fusion dynamics, a cumulative probability dis-
tribution plot was fitted with a first-order kinetic equation as in Kiessling et al. (2013):
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P (t) = A(1− e−t/τ ) (11)

where P is the value of cumulative probability of fusion after t milliseconds from
docking, A is the amplitude, and τ is the time constant.

2.5.9 Detection of fusion by content mixing

For accurate description of membrane fusion, an evidence for mixing of the contents of
two fusing vesicles is needed, in order to exclude leaky fusion, or that only hemifusion
has happened (see also Section 1.3.2). The so called “content mixing” or “content
release” assays have various forms, and can employ an enzymatic reaction (enzyme
in one set of vesicles and substrate in the other, e.g. Ingolia and Koshland, 1978),
formation of a chelation complex (e.g. Wilschut et al., 1980), or FRET with the use of
dual labelled DNA hairpin (that would bind to unlabelled DNA coming from the second
set of vesicles, e.g. Nickel et al., 1999; Diao et al., 2010). Here a dye dequenching
principle was used that utilises calcein (Bowen et al., 2004) and sulforhodamine B
(Kyoung et al., 2011).

In content mixing experiments syb-SUV lipid mix was dissolved in the liposome buffer
(with cholate) in the presence of self-quenching concentrations of calcein (200 mM,
additionally protein to lipid ratio 1:200, Figure 3.11) or sulforhodamine B (100 mM,
Figure 3.15). Release of the SUV content into the GUV lumen leads to rapid dilution
of the content dye and increase in the fluorescence intensity. For the quantification
of bulk content mixing (Figure 3.11), an average fluorescence intensity from a circular
region representing GUV lumen (background subtraction) was calculated. In the case
of the single vesicle fusion events, images were extrapolated with a bicubic algorithm
and manually searched for fluorescence burst events occurring underneath the GUV
membrane (Figure 3.15).

2.5.10 Tracking of docked vesicles

For vesicle tracking, very diluted and fluorescently labelled LUVs were added to im-
mobilised ΔN-GUVs (labelled with another fluorescent dye) in order to obtain one
docked vesicle per GUV. After identification of a GUV with a single docked LUV, a 3D
stack was acquired over time (xyzt stack) with a fast confocal microscope (Leica SP8,
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Figure 2.11. Analysis of vesicle diffusion on GUV surface by fluorescence
microscopy. (A) An example trajectory obtained after tracking of a AA syb-LUV
docked on a ΔN-GUV membrane with TrackMate. Track colour indicates time, tem-
poral colour code bar shown above the graph. (B) An example MSD curve (red line)
presenting mobility of a Δ84 syb-LUV on ΔN-GUV surface and fit (broken blue line,
r2 = 0.998) to the first linear part. Grey error bars represent SD.

Table A.7). Tracking analysis of fluorescently labelled docked vesicles (Figure 3.20)
was performed with a TrackMate plugin for Fiji (LoG spot detector and Simple LAP
tracker were utilised). Tracks after detection were manually curated, exported, and fur-
ther analysed in MATLAB (MathWorks) with the @msdanalyser tool (Tarantino et al.,
2014). From obtained trajectories (example trajectory shown in Figure 2.11 A) a mean
square displacement (MSD) was calculated (Equation 12, example MSD plot shown in
Figure 2.11 B):

MSD(∆t) = 1
T

T∑
i=1

[ri(t+ ∆t) + ri(t)]2 (12)

where ∆t is delay, T is the number of time points in a track, r is displacement, and
t is time. The diffusion coefficient was calculated by fitting the first, linear part of
the MSD curve (blue dashed line in Figure 2.11 B) to the equation:

MSD(∆t) = 2dD∆t (13)

where d is dimensionality of a problem (in our case d = 3 for 3D data), and D is
the diffusion coefficient.
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Detection of vesicles with iSCAT microscopy (Section 2.5.2) was done with tools devel-
oped in the laboratory of Prof. Vahid Sandoghdar (Max Planck Institute for the Science
of Light in Erlangen, Germany) and was done as described in Section 3.3.2, essentially
according to Hsieh et al. (2014). Tracks were analysed by calculating the cumulative
probability distribution P of square displacements r2 during delay ∆t (Figure 2.12;
reason for using this method instead of MSD described in Hsieh et al., 2014), and fit-
ting it to one (ε2 = 0) or two (ε2 6= 0) component distribution function (depending on
the residual fitting error determining fit quality; Hsieh et al., 2014) in order to extract
diffusion coefficients:

P (r2,∆t) = 1− ε1e
−r2/4D1∆t − ε2e

−r2/4D2∆t (14)

where D1 and D2 are the major and minor diffusion coefficients, respectively; and ε1

and ε2 are their corresponding weighting factors (ε1 + ε2 = 1, with ε1 > ε2).
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Figure 2.12. Diffusion coefficient determination from an iSCAT trajectory.
Example plot of a cumulative probability of squared displacement — P (r2) analysis of
an iSCAT trajectory of a syb-LUV docked on the GUV membrane, used for determi-
nation of the diffusion coefficient. Black dots represent experimental data and red line
an exponential fit to a one component equation.
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3 Results

3.1 Optimisation and characterisation of ΔN-GUVs

For the development of a new fusion assay involving GUVs for studying SNARE-
mediated membrane fusion, it was necessary to optimise a formation protocol of GUVs
containing SNARE proteins and characterise these GUVs’ properties.

3.1.1 Protocol development of ΔN-GUV formation

Earlier, neuronal SNARE proteins were reconstituted into GUVs with a proteoliposome
drying method with electroformation (Bacia et al., 2004; Tareste et al., 2008; Hui et al.,
2009; Malsam et al., 2012), an inkjet method (Richmond et al., 2011), or more recently
(published after I have established GUV formation protocol) an osmotic shock method
(Motta et al., 2015). Here, in order to study SNARE-mediated exocytosis, an artificial
SNARE acceptor complex (ΔN complex) was used that was previously shown to speed
up liposome fusion (Pobbati et al., 2006). Initially, I carried out the GUV forma-
tion starting from ΔN-LUVs dried in the liposome buffer on the surface of ITO-slides
with rehydration in water and a short electroformation protocol (1.5 h, see Table 3.1),
but the yield of GUVs was not so high and vesicles were rather small. For this reason,
I tested multiple protocols to improve ΔN-GUV quality and possibly avoid loss of com-
plex activity due to drying and/or no-salt conditions (for an overview of experimentally
tested ranges of parameters see Table 3.1).

Figure 3.1. Image of a ΔN-GUV. Confocal micrograph presenting an example of
a ΔN-GUV prepared with an optimised GUV formation protocol (Table 3.1) taken at
the equatorial plane of the vesicle. Fluorescence comes from the ΔN complex that is
labelled with TR. Scale bar 2 µm.
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Table 3.1. Parameters of various conditions tested during protocol optimisation for ΔN-GUV formation. Listed
parameters are grouped in columns indicating subsequent steps of GUV formation procedure. Black indicates set of parameters
chosen for further experiments. Footnotes contain references to example publications utilising the same (or very similar) conditions.
For details see also Section 2.3.3.

Starting material Lipid film formation Rehydration buffer Electroformation

• ΔN-LUVsa

• ΔN-SUVsb

• Lipid mix in organic
solvent and purified
ΔN complexc

• Pure lipid mix and
protein reconstitution
after GUV formationd

Buffer

• with 100–150 mM KClb

• with 0–5 mM KCl

• containing sucrosea

• with detergentsd

Drying

• Vacuum 1–12 hb

• Room atmosphere 5 min–1 he

• Saturated salt atmospheref

KCl concentration

• 150 mMg

• 5 mMg

• nob

Sucrose concentration

• 1 M

• 200–500 mMb,g

• noh

• Vpp = 1.2–5 V, 1 h,
10 Hzb + 30 min, 4 Hz

• Vpp = 3.4 V, 3 h, 10 Hzb

+ 1 h, 4 Hz

• “high salt protocols“ g,i

aDoeven et al., 2005
bSNARE reconstitution into GUVs in Bacia et al., 2004
cvan den Bogaart et al., 2011; Nikolaus et al., 2010
dsee description on the next page and Dezi et al., 2013
eMotta et al., 2015
fGirard et al., 2004
gAimon et al., 2011
hAngelova et al., 1992
iPott et al., 2008
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Regarding protein reconstitution into GUVs, there is a previously published report
about detergent-mediated reconstitution of membrane proteins into GUVs after GUVs
are already formed (Dezi et al., 2013). Approach presented by Dezi et al. has three
major advantages: (i) protein or protein complex is not dried and is maintained in
detergent solution before membrane incorporation, (ii) GUVs are formed before pro-
tein incorporation which allows formation of much larger vesicles, and (iii) presence of
detergents allows relatively easy equilibration of buffers between the outside and the lu-
men of the GUV and therefore allows buffer change to a more physiologically relevant
one (i.e. containing salt and of controlled pH). In this method GUVs are grown in
the presence of mild detergents, like DOTM (n-Dodecyl-β-D-thiomaltopyranoside, at
concentration slightly above the critical micelle concentration — CMC), and purified
membrane protein in detergent solution is subsequently reconstituted into the pre-
formed GUVs. Finally, the detergent is removed by incubation with adsorbent beads
(e.g. Bio-Beads). During the course of my work, I tested multiple sugar-based de-
tergents in order to reconstitute the ΔN complex directly into preformed GUVs (see
Table A.2 for the list of tested detergents). GUVs were formed in the presence of NTG,
DG, and DOTM, with sufficient yield only in case of the last one. However, upon ad-
dition of purified and fluorescently labelled ΔN complex, no sufficient GUV membrane
incorporation was detected. It needs to be mentioned that only one concentration was
tested for each detergent.
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Figure 3.2. Comparison of ΔN complex activity in GUVs prepared from
SUVs or LUVs. Binding of syb 1–96 labelled with OG488 to the ΔN complexes
incorporated into GUV membrane measured as bulk anisotropy change. GUVs are
prepared either from ΔN-LUVs (magenta) or ΔN-SUVs (green). Controls present
addition of equivalent volume of buffer (black) or equivalent concentration of ΔN-SUVs
(grey line) instead of GUVs.
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Other parameters tested to avoid drying-mediated protein degradation were liposome
equilibration in a no-salt buffer prior to drying, or prevention of crystal formation
by addition of sucrose (Table 3.1; Doeven et al., 2005; Crowe et al., 1988). In this
case, no noticeable difference, neither in GUV morphology nor in protein activity, was
detected in comparison to drying in the presence of liposome buffer without sucrose.
In order to further improve GUV formation yield, parameters like drying (under vac-
uum, in saturated salt atmosphere, or in room atmosphere), sucrose concentration in
the rehydration buffer, and electroformation protocol length were tested. The best
quality of GUVs and highest complex activity were obtained from proteoliposomes in
the liposome buffer, dried in an exsiccator overnight, and subsequently rehydrated with
200 mM sucrose solution in water, followed by a 4 h electroformation protocol (see black
marking in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1). Neither GUV morphology (data not shown) nor
ΔN complex activity were dependent on the liposome type — SUVs or LUVs — used
as a starting material (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of ΔN complex activity in GUVs prepared by
electroformation in high or no salt buffer. Bulk anisotropy measurement
as in Figure 3.2. GUVs prepared from ΔN-SUVs and electroformed with different
protocols in buffers with (150 mM KCl, blue line) or without (green line) salt. Controls
present addition of equivalent volume of buffer (black line) or equivalent concentration
of ΔN-SUVs (grey line) instead of GUVs. All data except blue line the same as in
Figure 3.2.

Finally, I tested protocols for GUV formation in physiologically relevant buffers that
would maintain the salinity and pH of the buffer throughout the GUV preparation
procedure. Protocols published before that reported successful formation of GUVs
containing active membrane protein (Pott et al., 2008; Aimon et al., 2011) indicate
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that electroformation with buffers of higher salinity (from 100 mM NaCl or KCl) has
to be performed at higher formation frequencies (500 Hz in comparison to 10 Hz used
in no-salt protocols). In a protocol presented in Aimon et al. (2011) electroformation is
performed overnight at relatively low voltage (Vpp = 0.85 V), while in the other report
by Pott et al. (2008) protocol is shorter (around 3 h) with higher voltage (Vpp ≈ 2.8 V).
Using these protocols with ITO-slides led to relatively low GUV yield and, what is more,
the ΔN complex after such a procedure was inactive as confirmed by syb 1–96 binding
test (Figure 3.3).

3.1.2 Morphological and biochemical characterisation of ΔN-GUVs

GUVs formed with an optimised protocol (see Section 3.1.1) were characterised with
regards to their morphology (diameter and lamellarity), as well as to the efficiency and
quality of the ΔN complex incorporation.
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Figure 3.4. Distribution of ΔN-GUVs diameter and lamellarity. (A) His-
togram presenting size distribution of GUVs formed with an optimised protocol (for
details see Section 3.1.1). Presented 111 GUVs, bin = 0.25 µm. (B) Representative
scatter plot presenting peak membrane fluorescence intensity of ΔN-GUVs containing
0.1 mol% of TR-PE against their diameter. In red marked vesicles that are probably
multilamellar. Presented total of 23 vesicles that were not manually preselected for
the membrane brightness.

In order to measure GUV diameters confocal images were acquired at the equatorial
plane of fluorescently labelled vesicles immobilised in the imaging chambers. Then,
a circular selection was fitted to the GUV structure and diameter was measured. GUVs
formed with the protocol presented in this thesis were relatively small (on average
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3.75± 0.10 µm in diameter, Figure 3.4 A) but big enough to be suitable for microscopy
imaging. Further, GUVs were analysed with regards to their lamellarity. Electroforma-
tion with ITO slides is known to produce mainly unilamellar vesicles but presence of
protein in the preparation clearly influences the formation mechanism affecting for ex-
ample vesicle size (GUVs prepared without proteins with the same protocols had often
diameters > 10 µm, data not shown). Thus, when optimising a proteo-GUV forma-
tion protocol it is necessary to determine vesicle lamellarity. Since membrane bilayer
thickness is below the microscope resolution, the most standard method for lamellarity
determination has been measurement of membrane fluorescence intensity and plotting
it against the vesicle diameter (Akashi et al., 1996; Chiba et al., 2014). More re-
cently, methods based on differential interference contrast microscopy were developed
(McPhee et al., 2013). In this study, a method involving measurement of membrane
fluorescence intensity was utilised. An example graph presenting peak membrane fluo-
rescence intensity (Section 2.5.5) of ΔN-GUVs containing 0.1 mol% of TR-PE plotted
against vesicle diameter is shown in Figure 3.4 B. Clearly only 2 vesicles exhibit fluo-
rescence intensities that are ∼ 2 times higher than other vesicles of the same diameter,
and thus, most probably are bi-lamellar. Therefore, it can be concluded that most of
the vesicles prepared with the optimised protocol (Table 3.1) are unilamellar.
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Figure 3.5. Determination of ΔN complex concentration in a GUV mem-
brane. Histogram showing the distribution of the concentration of the acceptor com-
plex in the membrane of GUVs (n = 41, bin size = 0.025 mol%) obtained by compar-
ing membrane peak fluorescence intensity at the vesicle equator of GUVs containing
labelled ΔN complex with GUVs containing known concentration of labelled lipid (TR-
PE, for details see Section 2.5.6). Figure and figure legend adapted from Witkowska
and Jahn (2016).
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Next, in order to determine the incorporation efficiency of ΔN complex into GUVs,
the method initially developed by Galush et al. (2008) and adapted for GUVs by Ai-
mon et al. (2011) was used. In this method, membrane fluorescence intensities are
compared between fluorescently labelled lipids, incorporated at known concentrations,
with fluorescently labelled protein, reconstituted with a certain GUV formation proto-
col (for details see Section 2.5.6). For this purpose, membrane intensities of ΔN-GUVs
containing a range of TR-PE concentrations were measured, along with GUVs con-
taining TR-ΔN complex (Figure 2.9), and membrane concentration of ΔN-complex in
a number of GUVs was calculated (Figure 3.5). Small unilamellar liposomes used for
preparation of ΔN-GUVs were formed at protein to lipid ratio of 1:1,000, so the the-
oretical concentration at 100 % incorporation efficiency would be 0.1 mol%. Distribu-
tion of protein membrane concentration presented in Figure 3.5, with mean value of
0.106 ± 0.005 mol% suggests that there is no change in protein and lipid composition
during GUV formation protocol due to e.g. protein precipitation.
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Figure 3.6. Determination of protein and lipid mobility in ΔN-GUVs.
(A) Mobility of the SNARE acceptor complex in the plane of the GUV membrane
in comparison to the mobility of membrane lipids. The diffusion coefficients were de-
termined by performing FRAP measurements of TR-PE or TR-ΔN complex using
bleaching of an area on the top of the GUVs. Dots represent mobilities obtained for
groups of GUVs and grey bars represent range of obtained values (nPE_total = 19,
nΔN_total = 16). Panel A (figure and figure legend) adapted from Witkowska and Jahn
(2016). (B) Graph presenting dependency of the amplitude of post-FRAP recovery on
the GUV diameter. Presented data from 6 GUVs.

The next step was to check mobility of species (proteins and lipids) in GUVs. For
this purpose, FRAP measurements were performed with ΔN-GUVs containing either
fluorescently labelled lipid (TR-PE) or protein (TR-ΔN complex). The fraction of
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fluorescently labelled species was bleached on top of the GUV (Figure 2.10 A), and
the subsequent diffusion-based recovery of the fluorescence intensity was monitored
(Figure 2.10 B). From the kinetics of the fluorescence recovery, diffusion coefficients for
PE andΔN complex were determined (Figure 3.6 A) to be in the range of 2.5–3.2 µm2/s
and ∼ 1.2 µm2/s, respectively. Since there were quite low recovery values (around
30–40 %, see example recovery curve in panel B Figure 2.10), protein-free GUVs that
can have much larger diameters, were tested for the dependency of the post-FRAP
recovery amplitude on GUV diameter (Figure 3.6 B). This experiment showed that
GUVs with smaller diameters (similar to diameters of ΔN-GUVs) have relatively low
recovery amplitudes, while larger the GUV, higher the amplitude; up to around 25 µm
of diameter where recovery reaches values of above 80 % (Figure 3.6 B). This result may
suggest that low post-FRAP recovery values in ΔN-GUVs are not due to the fraction
of immobile species but rather the result of photobleaching of fairly large fraction of
available fluorophores during the bleaching step of the FRAP experiment.

3.1.3 Assessment of fusogenic activity of ΔN-GUVs
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Figure 3.7. Assembly and disassembly of SNARE complexes on GUV mem-
brane (monitored in solution with fluorescence anisotropy). Graphs presenting
change of fluorescence anisotropy of OG488 attached to syb 1–96 in time. ΔN-GUVs,
purified αSNAP and purified NSF were added in sequence at the time points indicated
with red arrows. Both reactions where the same except that disassembly buffer in
reaction presented in panel (B) did not contain Mg2+ but it was added at the later
stage of the reaction indicated on a graph.
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Figure 3.8. Assembly and disassembly of SNARE complexes on GUV mem-
brane (monitored with microscopy). Measurement of OG488 fluorescence inten-
sity change (coming from syb 1–96 labelled with OG488) on GUV membrane (labelled
with Rho-PE), expressed as ratio of peak membrane fluorescence intensities of OG488
(background subtracted) and Rho. Graph presented in panel A shows increase of
OG488 intensity on a membrane upon addition of syb 1–96 OG488, and graph in panel
B subsequent decrease of intensity after addition of NSF and αSNAP. Images presented
below graphs represent 1st and last measurement points from the graphs above. Scale
bar 3 µm.

Next, ΔN-GUVs had to be tested to asses whether the reconstitutedΔN complex is still
fusion active. This complex was previously shown to induce fusion of small and large
liposomes (see Pobbati et al. 2006 for SUVs and Hernandez et al. 2012 for LUVs). To
test the ability of the ΔN complex to form a ternary SNARE complex, binding of syb
(1–96) to ΔN-GUVs was monitored with fluorescence anisotropy (Figure 3.7, similar
to measurements presented in Figure 3.2 and 3.3). To confirm that anisotropy increase
resulted from a SNARE complex assembly, a SNARE disassembly machinery (αSNAP
and NSF) was subsequently added to the reaction mixture. Anisotropy upon addition
of αSNAP increased, suggesting binding of this protein to assembled SNARE complexes
that further reduced the dye mobility. After addition of NSF, the complexes were disas-
sembled, and thus anisotropy decreased again (panel A in Figure 3.7). This disassembly
reaction was NSF specific because there was no anisotropy drop in case of Mg2+-free
buffer that is necessary for ATP hydrolysis by NSF (compare anisotropy values before
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and after adding Mg2+ in panel B in Figure 3.7). The same assembly-disassembly re-
action could also be observed with microscopy with ΔN-GUVs immobilised in imaging
chamber with added syb 1–96 labelled with OG488 (Figure 3.8). Association of syb
1–96 with GUV membrane (panel A in Figure 3.8), subsequent NSF-mediated SNARE
complex disassembly, and dissociation of soluble syb 1–96 (panel B in Figure 3.8)
from the GUV membrane labelled with Rho-PE was monitored by determination of
membrane-localised OG488 fluorescence intensity with time-lapse image acquisition.
However, addition of disassembly buffer (see Table A.6) leads to GUV shape change
so one has to be careful with interpretation of fluorescence intensity change data for
NSF-mediated SNARE complex disassembly (see inset with images at time 0 min and
25 min in panel B Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.9. Ternary SNARE complex formation on ΔN-GUV membrane.
(A) Microscopy images showing binding of a synaptobrevin fragment lacking its trans-
membrane domain (syb 1–96, labelled with the fluorescent dye OG488) to the GUV
membrane containing acceptor complex (upper panel) or onto GUVs with acceptor com-
plex preincubated with non-labelled syb 1–96 (lower panel). Scale bar 3 µm. (B) Quan-
tification of a representative experiment assessing SNARE complex formation between
syb 1–96 and ΔN complex on GUV membrane. The box plot shows quantification
of the membrane fluorescence intensity (background corrected) resulting from syb-OG
attachment onto the GUV. Boxes represent interquartile range and whiskers below
and above indicate full data range. Line in a box represents median and square point
represents mean (n = 9 and 13 for reaction and inhibition, respectively). Figure and
figure legend adapted from Witkowska and Jahn (2016).
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Binding of syb 1–96 OG488 to GUV membrane visualised with microscopy was then
used routinely as a ΔN complex activity test with a control where ΔN-GUVs are
preincubated with an excess of unlabelled syb 1–96. Quantification of a representative
experiment is shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.10. SNARE acceptor complex reconstituted into GUVs is able to
induce lipid mixing between GUVs and syb-liposomes. (A) Microscopy images
showing ΔN-GUVs containing NBD-PE after approximately 30 min incubation with
LUVs labelled with Rho-PE containing either WT syb (right) or Δ84 syb (left) before
or after rhodamine bleaching. Scale bar 2 µm. (B) Quantification of donor (NBD) flu-
orescence after acceptor (rhodamine) bleaching. Fluctuations of donor fluorescence in
the GUV membrane before and after bleaching, shown in a representative experiment.
(C) Change of the acceptor fluorescence intensity after the bleach (for each measure-
ment, 10 data points were averaged before and after the bleach, n = 5 for each group).
Figure and figure legend adapted from Witkowska and Jahn (2016).

Finally, ΔN-GUVs were controlled for ability to fuse with liposomes reconstituted with
synaptobrevin. For monitoring fusion, both a lipid mixing (Figure 3.10) and a content
mixing assay were utilised (Figure 3.11). For a lipid mixing assay, a FRET-based ap-
proach was used where FRET donor fluorescent dye is incorporated in the membrane
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of a one fusing vesicle, and FRET acceptor in the membrane of a second fusing vesicle.
In this case, ΔN-GUVs were labelled with NBD-PE — a FRET donor, and syb-LUVs
with Rho-PE — a FRET acceptor. Upon fusion, membrane lipids, and thus fluorescent
dyes, mix with each other and energy of the FRET donor is transferred to the acceptor
resulting in the lowered FRET donor fluorescence emission. In order to detect FRET
on a confocal microscopy setup, increase of donor fluorescence upon acceptor photo-
bleaching was monitored. FRET was only observed when LUVs containing WT syb
were used (black data points Figure 3.10 B) and not when Δ84 syb — a syb mutant
that was shown before to arrest large liposomes in a docked state (blue data points
in Figure 3.10 B; Hernandez et al., 2012; see also Section 1.2.4). This result suggests
that there is lipid mixing occurring between membranes of GUV and LUV induced by
SNARE-mediated membrane fusion.
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Figure 3.11. SNARE acceptor complex reconstituted into GUVs is able
to induce content mixing between GUVs and syb-liposomes. (A) Microscopy
images showing luminal calcein fluorescence of ΔN-GUVs after 30 min incubation in
the presence of syb-SUVs filled with calcein. GUVs shown in the lower panel were
preincubated with non-labelled syb 1–96 (lower panel). Scale bar 3 µm. (B) Quan-
tification from a representative experiment of a GUV luminal fluorescence intensity
(relative values, corrected for background fluorescence) resulting from fusion with cal-
cein filled SUVs (for explanation of box plots see legend to Figure 3.10, n = 21 and
19 for reaction and inhibition, respectively). Figure and figure legend adapted from
Witkowska and Jahn (2016).

In order to determine whether lipid mixing is a result of a full membrane merger
or rather only hemifusion, it is necessary to make sure that the contents of the two
fusing vesicles are mixed. This can be done with variety of a content mixing reporters
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(Section 2.5.9). Here syb-SUVs filled with self-quenched concentrations of calcein were
used. Upon fusion and content mixing, rapid dilution of the calcein from the SUV
lumen into a significantly larger GUV lumen, calcein fluorescence intensity increase
will occur. Here, it was assayed for an increase of calcein fluorescence in GUV lumen
approximately 30 min after initiation of a fusion reaction. It could be observed that
calcein fluorescence was much higher in the lumen of GUVs that were able to fuse
(upper row of images and red box in Figure 3.11), in contrast to ΔN-GUVs that were
preincubated with syb 1–96 that suppressed fusion with syb-SUVs (lower row of images
and black box in Figure 3.11).

3.2 SNARE-mediated docking and fusion of single vesicles
to ΔN-GUVs

Once the protocol for reconstitution of the ΔN complex was set up, the GUV-based
assay was used to monitor docking and membrane fusion at the single vesicle level.

3.2.1 Docking of Δ84 syb-LUVs on GUV surface

GUV
Δ84

syb-LUV
Merge

Figure 3.12. Single LUV docked at the ΔN-GUV membrane. Single LUV
(containing Δ84 syb and labelled with TR-PE, magenta) bound to the ΔN-GUV mem-
brane labelled with OG488-PE (green). Scale bar 3 µm. Figure and figure legend
adapted from Witkowska and Jahn (2016).

First aim was to determine how a single syb-LUV looks like docked at the ΔN-GUV
membrane. For this purpose, a syb mutant (Δ84 syb; Hernandez et al., 2012) was
used that arrests SNARE-mediated fusion at the docking stage (Section 1.2.4). As
shown in Figure 3.12, syb-LUV appears as a bright fluorescent spot attached to a GUV
membrane. In order to obtain single vesicle resolution, it is necessary to dilute heavily
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Figure 3.13. Coverslip related artefacts of liposome attachment. A representative z-stack showing lower hemisphere of
a GUV (labelled with DiO) attached to a coverslip after prolonged incubation (30 min) with Δ84 syb-LUVs (DiD). LUVs dock
and diffuse on the GUV membrane, some stay in the solution, and many attach and get immobilised (probably unspecifically) at
the coverslip surface. Scale bar 5 µm, z-slices are separated by 0.6 µm. Figure and figure legend adapted from Witkowska and
Jahn (2016).
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the LUV solution. Additionally, it is hard to capture single vesicles while using long ex-
posure times in a widefield epifluorescent microscope, because such vesicles are diffusing
on a GUV membrane (see Section 3.3.2) resulting in a smeared signal of lower fluo-
rescence intensity. It could be also observed, that upon longer incubation (∼ 30 min)
LUVs attach, probably unspecifically, to the coverslip surface (Figure 3.13). Also, if
LUVs are mixed with GUVs at the GUV immobilisation stage, they often get trapped
at the GUV-coverslip interaction interface or at its rim (Figure 3.13). The coverslip-
related effects emphasise the necessity for imaging of vesicle docking and fusion further
away from the coverslip surface e.g. at the GUV equatorial plane (see also Section 4.2).

3.2.2 Single liposome fusion to GUVs

Time (ms)

200
a.u.

50°

12 240 36

docking fusion start post-fusion

min max

Figure 3.14. Single liposome fusion induced lipid mixing. Image sequence
showing an example of a docked LUV (labelled with DiD and indicated with yellow
arrow) that fuses with the ΔN-GUV (labelled with DiO, here DiO channel not shown).
Scale bar 1 µm, lookup table for fluorescence intensities shown below the line profiles.
The fluorescence intensity profiles below the images were obtained from an approxi-
mately 1 µm-thick segment of the GUV circumference (green dotted arrow indicates
line profile start and direction). Fusion is indicated by a transient increase of fluores-
cence intensity (12 ms), followed by rapid decay, accompanied by spatial broadening of
the signal. Figure and figure legend adapted from Witkowska and Jahn (2016).
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For monitoring of single vesicle fusion events by lipid mixing, a WT syb-LUVs la-
belled with a fluorescent dye DiD were used. WT syb-LUVs readily attached to GUV
membrane (time 0 ms on Figure 3.14) and shortly afterwards fused (12–24 ms on Fig-
ure 3.14). Docking and subsequent membrane merger was identified as initial fluores-
cence intensity peak followed by rapid dilution of the LUV dye (DiD, peak broadening
and amplitude drop) in GUV membrane (see line profiles at 12–36 ms presented in
lower panel on Figure 3.14).

Time (ms)
15.5 310

sulforhodamine B
filled syb-SUV

Figure 3.15. Single liposome fusion induced content mixing. Image sequence
showing a burst of sulforhodamine B fluorescence directed towards the GUV lumen,
which results from fusion of a syb-SUV filled with sulforhodamine B at self-quenching
concentration. For clarity, the outline of the GUV (detected in another channel and
shown as merged image at time 0 ms) is indicated by a green dashed line. Scale bar
1 µm. Lower panel: Higher magnification of the boxed area in the upper panel. Figure
and figure legend adapted from Witkowska and Jahn (2016).

Similar to experiment presented in the Figure 3.11 (Section 3.1.3), the full fusion vs
hemifusion was tested with a content mixing indicator. Here, WT syb-SUVs filled
with a self-quenched concentrations of sulforhodamine B instead of calcein were used,
because of better signal to noise ratio of small fluorescence intensity changes. Likewise
calcein on Figure 3.11, sulforhodamine upon content release-mediated dilution increases
its fluorescence. Indeed, after addition of syb-SUVs to the imaging chamber with
GUVs immobilised, very brief (usually 1 or 2 imaging frames) fluorescence bursts just
underneath the GUV membrane could be observed (Figure 3.15). This proves that
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with a GUV-based assay full fusion events between smaller liposomes and GUVs can
be monitored.

3.2.3 Fusion of purified secretory granules to GUVs

Time (ms)
18.5 370

200
a.u.

50°
docking fusion start post-fusion

CG

Figure 3.16. Single chromaffin granule fusing to a ΔN-GUV. Image sequence
showing a chromaffin granule (labelled with TR-PE and indicated with yellow arrow)
docking and then fusing with theΔN-GUVs (visible by a weak labelling in TR channel).
Initial TR fluorescence in the GUV membrane is due to fusion events of granules
occurring before image acquisition. Scale bar 1 µm, lookup table as in Figure 3.14.
The fluorescence intensity profiles below the images were obtained by a line-scan of
the GUV circumference as described in Figure 3.14. Figure and figure legend adapted
from Witkowska and Jahn (2016).

Finally, the GUV fusion assay was used to monitor fusion of single purified secretory
vesicles. For this purpose, chromaffin granules purified from bovine adrenal glands were
used. These vesicles were shown already before to undergo fusion with ΔN-liposomes
(Park et al., 2012b) as they contain endogenous synaptobrevin 2 along with other
proteins important for regulated exocytosis such as Ca2+ sensor synaptotagmin-1 (We-
grzyn et al., 2010; Park et al., 2012b). For visualisation, purified granules were labelled
with a Texas Red coupled lipid (TR-PE). Such fluorescently labelled vesicles were then
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added instead of liposomes to immobilised GUVs. Even though the imaging buffer
(Table A.6) did not contain Ca2+, granules readily attached to the ΔN-GUV mem-
brane also when GUVs were preincubated with a soluble syb fragment (syb 1–96) in
order to block acceptor complexes (data not shown). In case of the GUVs that were
not preincubated with syb 1–96, granules fused to ΔN-GUVs with only short delay
after docking. Lipid mixing characteristics were similar like for single LUV to GUV
fusion (see Figure 3.14) with fluorescence intensity peak on GUV membrane indicating
docking and subsequent peak broadening (Figure 3.16).
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Figure 3.17. Fast fusion kinetics of chromaffin granules. (A) Histogram pre-
senting distribution of lag times between CG docking and fusion (presented total of
57 fusion events, bin size = 15 ms). (B) Cumulative distribution of lag times of a fast
pool presented in A. The red curve represents a fit with a first order kinetic model (see
Section 2.5.8), resulting in a time constant τ = 60.2 ± 10.9 ms. Presented 46 fusion
events representing fast pool from panel A. Figure and figure legend adapted from
Witkowska and Jahn (2016).

Chromaffin granules were fusing very efficiently to GUVs and it was possible to anal-
yse the fusion kinetics of granule population. Closer analysis of lag times between
docking and fusion, revealed that at least three kinetic sub–pools can be distinguished
(Figure 3.17 A):

• fast pool — constituting 81 % of the analysed vesicle population, that fuses on
average after 51.6± 3.8 ms (value ± SEM) after docking;

• intermediate pool — constituting 14 % of the analysed vesicle population, that
fuses on average after 161.3± 4.7 ms after docking; and

• slow pool — constituting 5 % of the analysed vesicle population, that fuses after
more than 300 ms after docking.
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Next, the lag times of the fast pool vesicles were fitted with a first order kinetic model
(one component) as in Kiessling et al. (2013; see also Section 2.5.8). The time constant
obtained by fitting this model measured 60.2± 10.9 ms (Figure 3.17 B).

3.3 Investigation of SNARE-mediated vesicle docking

Observations made in a GUV-based single vesicle assay revealed that syb-LUVs (and
especially stalled in a docked stateΔ84 syb-LUVs) after docking diffuse on GUV surface
(Figure 3.14 and Section 3.2.1). In order to get some insight into the SNARE-mediated
vesicle docking and thus SNARE zippering mechanism, the docking-related phenomena
was investigated further with a LUV-GUV system.

3.3.1 Docking and undocking

1920 41

docking

96

undocking

137 178
Time (ms)

docking

82

Figure 3.18. Vesicle docking and undocking. Image sequence presenting a rep-
resentative example of transient interactions of a CG (labelled with TR-PE, shown in
magenta and marked with yellow arrow) with ΔN-GUV membrane (labelled with DiO,
shown in green). Scale bar 2 µm.

One observation made during search for the single vesicle fusion events was reversible
interaction of WT syb-LUVs with ΔN-GUV membrane (as shown in Figure 3.18). Such
interactions may occur independently of SNARE proteins due, to random collisions of
LUV with GUV membrane, or due to interactions of SNARE proteins with the lipids
of another vesicle. In order to check the character of this process, time from docking
of a WT syb-LUV on a GUV to undocking (labelled on a graph as docking time) was
compared for 3 groups of GUVs: ΔN-GUVs, ΔN-GUVs that were preincubated with
syb 1–96 (and thus contained ternary SNARE complex not eligible for syb binding
any more — inhibited ΔN-GUVs), or GUVs that did not contain any protein (protein
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Figure 3.19. Reversible interactions of LUVs and GUVs. Histograms present-
ing times of interaction of liposomes and CGs, with the membrane of GUVs. Num-
ber of analysed syb-LUVs: protein free GUVs — 209, inhibited ΔN-GUVs — 145,
ΔN-GUVs — 69; number of analysed CGs — 49; number of protein free LUVs — 75.
Bin size = 25 ms.

free GUVs); as well as for: WT syb-LUVs, CGs, and protein free LUVs. The result
of this experiment (Figure 3.19) indicates that presence of a ΔN complex on GUV
membrane can lead to prolonged interaction times (> 250 ms) with vesicles containing
syb before undocking, and not to fusion, while interaction times shorter than ∼ 250 ms
are probably coming from other interactions (i.e. random collisions or SNARE-lipid
interactions).
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Figure 3.20. Docked vesicle mobility on the GUV surface. Diffusion coeffi-
cients of the docked vesicles obtained from MSD calculations for Δ84 syb-LUVs and
AA syb-LUVs. Dots represent single tracked LUVs.
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3.3.2 Characterisation of mobility of docked vesicles

brightfield iSCATA

B positive peak amplitude negative peak amplitude

Figure 3.21. Imaging of ΔN-GUVs with iSCAT microscopy. (A) On the left:
A brightfield image of a ΔN-GUV aspirated with a micropipette (dark shadow in
the upper part of the image) for immobilisation. Scale bar 10 µm. On the right: An
iSCAT image of the same GUV. Rings represent the iSCAT signal (interference pattern)
of the GUV sphere. (B) Example iSCAT images showing ΔN-GUV with a docked
syb-LUV (marked with a red arrow) visible as a spot whose intensity could be fitted
with either positive (left, white spot) or negative (right, black spot) peak amplitude
depending on its position relative to the light interference pattern. The iSCAT imaging
and analysis was performed together with Susann Spindler (group of Prof. Vahid
Sandoghdar, Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light, Erlangen, Germany).

As already mentioned before in Section 3.2.1, LUVs that were arrested in a docked state
were diffusing on the membrane of ΔN-GUVs. Among these there were Δ84 syb-LUVs,
AA syb-LUVs (see below and Section 1.2.4), as well as WT syb-LUVs in the presence
of low ΔN complex concentration available for SNARE complex formation. Next,
mobility of syb-LUVs docked on ΔN-GUVs was investigated (Section 2.5.10). Here,
the relatively small size of GUVs prepared with an optimised protocol (see Section 3.1.1)
was advantageous, since it spatially limited diffusion surface of a vesicle and allowed
faster imaging due to smaller size of an xy image (less pixels), as well as less z-stacks
that needed to be acquired to capture the whole GUV. Measurement of mobility of
docked Δ84 syb-LUVs and AA syb-LUVs (a syb zippering mutant I45A M46A that
was previously shown to have impaired ΔN complex binding; Wiederhold et al., 2010;
see also Section 1.2.4) showed that their diffusion coefficients are in a range from 0.5
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to 1.4 µm2/s (Figure 3.20). No differences between both syb mutants could be observed,
but it has to be acknowledged that sample number was very small (4 liposomes in each
condition) due to very time-consuming analysis including manual track curation in
thousands of frames.
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Figure 3.22. Tracking of LUVs docked on the on the GUV surface with
the use of iSCAT microscopy. (A–B) Representative scatter plots presenting xyz
trajectories of single syb-LUVs docked on the GUV surface. Point colour represents
localisation time during a 5 s track (temporal colour code bar on top of panel A).
(C–D) The xy projections of scatter plots from panels A–B (time omitted). Point colour
depends on the modulation of the LUV iSCAT signal intensity reflecting fluctuations
in the LUV z-position relative to the GUV membrane. Black points are fitted with
a negative, and red with a positive peak amplitude (as explained in Figure 3.21 B).
Classification of the docking type for a loosely (C) and tightly (D) docked liposomes was
done based on these projection graphs (see description in text). The iSCAT imaging
and analysis was performed together with Susann Spindler (group of Prof. Vahid
Sandoghdar, Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light, Erlangen, Germany).

Since the time resolution for 3D localisation of docked vesicle was not so high, there
was only one LUV localisation during a z-stack allowed, and also due to a very time-
consuming data analysis, we turned to the interferometric scattering (iSCAT) mi-
croscopy (see Section 2.5.2) that allows very fast, label-free, 3D imaging, with very
accurate particle localisation. This set of experiments was performed together with
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Susann Spindler (group of Prof. Vahid Sandoghdar, Max Planck Institute for the Sci-
ence of Light, Erlangen, Germany). The iSCAT visualisation allowed imaging of single
GUVs with rings representing spherical GUV membrane, resulting from interference
between scattered field and reference beam (Figure 3.21 A, for iSCAT signal generation
principle see Figure 2.5). Next, we attempted visualisation of single docked vesicles.
Docked LUVs appeared as small circular spots overlapping with the GUV membrane,
with an iSCAT signal intensity peak that was either positive or negative, depending
on the liposome z-localisation (see panel B in Figure 3.21). These docked LUVs were
tracked, as they were diffusing attached to the GUV membrane, in three dimensions
and with high spatiotemporal resolution (for example trajectories see Figure 3.22).
Obtained trajectories were then used for determination of: liposome diffusion coeffi-
cients (Figure 3.24, for method description see Section 2.5.10); and local mobility of
the docked LUVs in the z-direction, based on which classification of the docking type
was made (Figure 3.22 C–D and 3.23).
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Figure 3.23. Docking mode occurrence depends on the SNARE zippering
degree. Comparison of percentages of LUV trajectories obtained with iSCAT mi-
croscopy, classified as either loosely (grey) or tightly (black) docked, with regards to
the reconstituted synaptobrevin variant (either WT or AA syb). Number of trajec-
tories analysed: nWT = 147 and nAA = 115. The iSCAT imaging and analysis was
performed together with Susann Spindler (group of Prof. Vahid Sandoghdar, Max
Planck Institute for the Science of Light, Erlangen, Germany).

Local mobility of the docked LUVs in the z-direction can be determined by analysing
their iSCAT signal modulation (positive or negative peak amplitude, as can be seen in
Figure 3.21 B). Already first analyses of tracks of syb-LUVs docked on GUVs revealed
that there is no single docking mode (Figure 3.22 C–D). It seems that some LUVs,
despite appearing as being docked on the GUV membrane, exhibit fluctuations in
z-position with regards to the GUV surface as can be determined by the often changing
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Figure 3.24. Comparison of diffusion coefficients of syb-LUVs docked on
ΔN-GUVs investigated by iSCAT. All histograms present relative frequency
of diffusion coefficients values calculated for either WT syb-LUVs (grey palette) or
AA syb-LUVs (red palette) docked on ΔN-GUVs. Diffusion coefficients were deter-
mined according to Equation 14. (A–C) Tightly docked vesicles with diffusion co-
efficients fitted either with a 1 component equation (A) or with 2 component equa-
tion (B–C) showing either major (B) or minor (C) component. (D–E) Diffusion co-
efficients of loosely docked vesicles fitted with 1 (D) or 2 (E) component equation.
Loosely docked WT syb-LUVs were only fitted with 1 component and therefore graph
in panel E presents major (darker bars, D1) and minor (lighter bars, D2) components
for AA syb-LUVs. The number of analysed trajectories: (A) nWT = 82 and nAA = 8;
(B–C) nWT = 27 and nAA = 8; (D) nWT = 38 and nAA = 61; and (E) nAA = 38.
The iSCAT imaging and analysis was performed together with Susann Spindler (group
of Prof. Vahid Sandoghdar, Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light, Erlangen,
Germany).
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peak amplitude sign of the fitted iSCAT signal (Figure 3.22 C, loose docking). On
the other hand, there is also a group of liposome trajectories that align tightly with
the GUV surface and the peak amplitude sign changes align with the GUV pattern
(tight docking, see panel D in Figure 3.22). In order to test how such docking behaviour
relates to SNARE complex zippering, trajectories of docked LUVs with reconstituted
synaptobrevin variants exhibiting normal or impaired zippering (either WT syb or
AA syb) were compared. All recorded tracks were then unambiguously classified as
either loosely or tightly docked. Quantification of the number of vesicles (trajectories)
displaying either loose or tight docking, revealed that 74 % of WT syb-LUVs were
tightly docked, while 86 % of AA syb-LUV were docked loosely (Figure 3.23).

Next, the diffusional mobilities of differentially docked vesicles were analysed in more
detail. From trajectories, a cumulative probability of squared displacement (P (r2))
was calculated, and fitted to either one or two component diffusion equation (see Sec-
tion 2.5.10; and Hsieh et al., 2014). Diffusion coefficients calculated for tightly docked
vesicles (Figure 3.24 A–C) had an average value of 1.35 µm2/s when fitted with a one
component equation (Equation 14, ε2 = 0). There, no significant difference between
AA syb and WT syb-LUVs could be detected (Figure 3.24 A). However, when 2 com-
ponent fit had to be utilised (Equation 14, ε2 6= 0), D2 calculated for AA syb-LUVs
had much higher values i.e. 4±0.26 µm2/s in comparison to D2 of WT syb-LUVs being
in between 0.34–2.33 µm2/s (Figure 3.24 B–C). On the other hand, loosely docked vesi-
cles diffused faster than the tightly docked ones, with an average diffusion coefficient of
2.3–2.4 µm2/s (Figure 3.24 D). Only loose AA syb-LUVs (but not loose WT syb-LUVs)
were fitted with a 2 component equation (as mentioned in Section 2.5.10, distinction
between one or two component fitting was done based on the fit quality), and here, ma-
jor and minor components seemed to be more equally spread (between 0.52–5.74 µm2/s,
Figure 3.24 E) in comparison to the tight mode.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Effect of the preparation method on the GUV quality

Giant unilamellar vesicles were first described by (Reeves and Dowben, 1969) but
only in the last 15 years they gained more attention as a model system for both —
membrane mechanics, as well as biological membranes (Méléard et al., 2009). The main
advantages of a GUVs as model system are: (i) the ability of visualisation of such
vesicles with basic microscopy techniques, (ii) the GUV membrane (even if GUVs are
immobilised) is largely free of curvature stress, (iii) the surface interaction artefacts can
be neglected (Section 4.2), and (iv) GUVs are suitable for micromanipulation and have
easy to control membrane tension. One of the reasons for the delay of GUVs becoming
a model system for biological membranes was a fact that the preparation methods are
not universal for wide range of lipid compositions, buffers, and proteins. That is why,
protocols for GUV formation likely have to be established for each type of preparation
separately. Nevertheless, a constantly growing number of publications present use of
GUVs as biological membrane mimics in in vitro reconstitution systems. These include
the initial studies with reconstitution of bacteriorhodopsin (Manneville et al., 1999),
investigation of ion channels (see e.g. Aimon et al., 2011), ESCRT machinery (see
e.g. Wollert et al., 2009), autophagy (see e.g. Kaufmann et al., 2014), and many more.
In this study, a GUV-based single vesicle fusion assay was developed.

A range of GUV formation conditions (Table 3.1) was tested for formation of GUVs
with reconstituted ΔN complex in order to develop a reproducible protocol for ef-
ficient formation of ΔN-GUVs of appropriate size, lamellarity, protein reconstitution
efficiency, and yield. Many of the conditions tested (like formation of GUVs in the pres-
ence of detergents) did not yield GUV formation at all, others (like GUV formation
in buffers of physiological salinity) yielded GUVs but the reconstituted protein lost
its activity. Finally, some procedures that were supposed to improve the GUV prepa-
ration (like sucrose addition at the dehydration step for improving protein activity),
did not noticeably improve the GUV quality. The GUVs obtained from the final pro-
tocol (Table 3.1), utilised throughout this study, were thoroughly characterised with
regards to their morphology (size, lamellarity), as well as protein content and activity.
ΔN-GUVs were 2–8 µm in diameter (a bit larger when platinum electrodes were utilised
instead of ITO slides like in experiments with iSCAT microscopy in Section 3.3.2)
and mostly unilamellar (Figure 3.4). The reconstitution efficiency of the ΔN complex
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was very high (∼ 100 %, Figure 3.5) and the protein was shown to be active and fusion-
competent (Section 3.1.3). What is more, the diffusion coefficients of proteins and lipids
(around 1.2 µm2/s and 2.8 µm2/s respectively) in this GUV preparation is comparable
with values obtained in other studies utilising SNARE-GUVs (although with different
acceptor SNARE complex construct and slightly different lipid composition) such as
(i) determined by FCCS diffusion coefficients in Bacia et al. (2004), and (ii) determined
by FRAP diffusion studies by Motta et al. (2015) and in Pincet et al. (2016). The pro-
tocol developed in this project was also reproduced in another laboratory (by Susann
Spindler in the group of Prof. Vahid Sandoghdar, Max Planck Institute for the Science
of Light, Erlangen, Germany) from ΔN-SUVs prepared in our group but with equip-
ment and buffers prepared externally, using both, ITO slides (Angelova et al., 1992)
and platinum electrodes (Angelova and Dimitrov, 1986).

One has to take into account that some of the parameters were not fully tested due
to time constraints of the project, and due to this fact ΔN-GUV preparation proce-
dure could be still improved. One example is the detergent-mediated reconstitution
of the ΔN complex into preformed GUVs. A similar method is widely utilised for
reconstitution of proteins into LUVs (for comparison see Section 2.3.2). Although,
the exact mechanism of proteoliposome formation is still not fully understood (Rigaud
and Lévy, 2003), the method should in principle also work for GUVs. This has been
already demonstrated by Dezi et al. (2013) with DOTM-mediated reconstitution of
functional proteins. However, as known already from LUV reconstitution protocols,
not all detergents and detergent concentrations fit all proteins (Rigaud and Lévy, 2003;
Hernandez et al., 2012), and that is why, a wider range of detergents as well as their
concentrations with regards to lipid content in the samples (so called R-value, Rigaud
and Lévy, 2003; Hernandez et al., 2012) have to be tested. In this study, 9 detergents
were tested but each at only one concentration. Testing a wider concentration range,
might have led to successful GUV formation with reconstituted ΔN complex.

In the course of GUV formation protocol optimisation, there were also factors tested
that were shown before to improve preservation of protein activity upon dehydration
step. The procedure of adding disaccharides or ethylene glycol was shown before to pro-
tect proteins from the dehydration-related activity loss and maintenance of membrane
structure (Crowe et al., 1988; Keller et al., 1988; Doeven et al., 2005). In this method
sugar is believed to replace water in the drying sample and bind to lipid headgroups,
as well as to form hydrogen bonds with the protein, and in effect to prevent aggrega-
tion and exclusion of integral membrane proteins from the membrane (Crowe et al.,
1988). In experiments presented in this work, there was no noticeable improvement
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in the GUV quality upon sucrose addition, with regards to GUV morphology, as well
as protein activity. However, SNARE proteins (especially the constructs used in this
study) are known to be stable in many different conditions due to their unstructured
nature in the native single protein state, and fold only upon SNARE-complex forma-
tion (Fasshauer et al., 1997a,b; Margittai et al., 2001; Hazzard et al., 1999). Therefore,
it may not be excluded that the ΔN complex preserves equally well in all conditions
but disaccharide addition at the membrane dehydration step would be beneficial for
other proteins.

Since proteo-GUVs are more and more popular as a biological membrane model,
and due to the fact that GUV formation protocol very often has to be adjusted, there
is an urgent need for development of more standardised protocol optimisation proce-
dures. It is usually very hard to compare various protocols simply due to the fact that
reporting of the parameters is not full or not consistent. For example, protocols often
do not contain details about chamber design — in case of ITO slides, there is no in-
formation about the slide resistance and/or the spacer thickness (that is necessary for
electric field calculation), and in case of platinum electrodes about the axial distance
and the wire thickness. The utilised voltage settings depend hardly on the chamber
geometry and it is often not stated whether reported values are Vpp (peak-to-peak)
or rather VRMS (root mean square), or even whether the used function is sinusoidal
at all. What is more, many publications fail to report the GUV quality factors like:
size, lamellarity, protein content and activity. In this study, efforts were made to report
all important protocol parameters and to test the GUV quality.

An interesting alternative for GUV formation is a method presented by Richmond et al.
(2011). A special design of an acrylic chamber allows formation of an asymmetric pla-
nar bilayer with reconstituted proteins at desired orientation. This is then followed by
microfluidic jetting that forms a GUV maintaining membrane asymmetry and with de-
sired luminal buffer. However, such setup requires specialised equipment, and does not
yield many GUVs (formation of one GUV at a time). Furthermore, in the study de-
scribing this method (Richmond et al., 2011), lipid and protein mobilities in GUVs
were not reported, so it is hard to asses their quality.
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4.2 A novel platform for monitoring single vesicle fusion with
high temporal and spatial resolution

In order to monitor single vesicle fusion in vitro, generally two approaches were devel-
oped (see also Section 1.3.2). The first one involves surface immobilisation of small
vesicles (Yoon et al., 2006; Diao et al., 2010; Kyoung et al., 2011), and the second one
uses planar membranes deposited on functionalised surfaces (Domanska et al., 2009;
Karatekin et al., 2010; Schwenen et al., 2015). However widely used, these assays have
some disadvantages (Section 1.3.2). One of the drawbacks is that contact with the sur-
face can restrict free lateral diffusion of membrane components, i.e. proteins and lipids.
Another one, is the effect of curvature or membrane tension on membrane fusion energy
landscape. Various strategies were used to minimise artefacts, such as surface func-
tionalisation minimising friction (Karatekin et al., 2010) or use of porous substrates
yielding adhesion-free membrane suspended across the pores (Schwenen et al., 2015).
The assay presented in this work employs GUVs mimicking the plasma membrane in-
stead of highly curved vesicles (e.g. Kyoung et al., 2011) or planar membrane bilayers
(e.g. Domanska et al., 2009; Schwenen et al., 2015) that allows monitoring of single
fusion events on a free-standing membrane with a high spatiotemporal resolution.

The first step to develop a GUV fusion assay was successful formation of GUVs contain-
ing a stabilised SNARE acceptor complex (ΔN complex, Figure 3.1). The ΔN complex
reconstituted into GUVs was then shown to be able to form functional ternary SNARE
complexes and induce membrane fusion (Figure 3.7–3.9). Further, the assay was opti-
mised for single vesicle visualisation (Figure 3.12). Notably, many vesicles attached to
the coverslip surface, probably due to unspecific interactions (Figure 3.13), and despite
the hydrophilic nature of coverslip functionalisation. Such unspecific attachment can
become a major drawback in assays with immobilised small vesicles where signal de-
tection relays on small fluorescence intensity changes at the coverslip surface (like e.g.
Kyoung et al., 2011). In the method presented here, the unspecific vesicle adhesion
can be neglected due to the fact that fusion measurements are done at the equatorial
plane of the GUV, and therefore micrometers away from the coverslip. Observation
at the equatorial plane also assures that the membrane taking part in docking and
fusion is largely tension- (Gleisner et al., 2016) and curvature-free. What is more, this
membrane geometry also lacks diffusional constrains and local membrane distortions,
like in assays with small vesicles (e.g. Kyoung et al., 2011).

The synaptobrevin containing liposomes, as well as purified secretory vesicles readily
attached to ΔN-GUVs and fused in milliseconds after docking (Figure 3.14 and 3.16).
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So far, only one in vitro fusion assay by Domanska et al. (2009) has reported fusion
events with comparable kinetics (with SUV to supported membrane bilayer fusion after
8 ms). In the assay presented in this study, LUVs fused to GUVs even in one frame
after docking (i.e. around 12 ms). It was shown before that SUVs and LUVs undergo
fusion with different kinetics due to the different curvature (Hernandez et al., 2012;
higher curvature lowers the energy needed for fusion, Kozlov et al., 2010), and SNARE
complexes cooperativity (Hernandez et al., 2014). That means, that GUV-based as-
say has potential to observe fusion events either equally fast or even faster then in
the assay by Domanska et al. (2009), especially taking into account that observations
were performed at the time resolution limit of the used equipment and existence of
faster events cannot be excluded. The small vesicles (i.e. around 40 nm in diameter;
Schuette et al., 2004) were not used in this study (except for content release assays
Figure 3.11 and 3.15), because they were harder to observe with confocal microscopy
due to the smaller size. The signal of liposome dye dilution in the GUV membrane was
small even for larger vesicles (around 100 nm in diameter; Hernandez et al., 2012) also
because of non-parallel GUV membrane orientation with regards to the focus plane.
On the other hand, small vesicles were used for the content release experiments be-
cause they are less leaky when a content dye is incorporated (personal communication
with Dr. Pradip Kumar Tarafdar, Göttingen, now Kolkata, India). It needs to be
mentioned that the three dimensional geometry of GUVs makes data acquisition and
analysis more challenging in comparison to assays with fusion surface corresponding to
the focus plane. Here, usually 3–4 z-planes were acquired in order to capture vesicles
that after docking were rapidly diffusing on the GUV surface prior to fusion (like can
be seen in Figure 3.14, post-docking diffusion is further discussed in Section 4.3).

Notably, the delay time between docking and fusion of chromaffin granules was at
or below the assay resolution limit (around 12 ms, see Figure 3.17). This becomes
intriguing when one takes into account that neither Ca2+ nor PIP2 were present in
the reaction. These factors were shown before to enhance fusion speed in an in vitro
bulk fusion assay (Park et al., 2012b). However, in such an assay docking and fu-
sion steps cannot be discriminated from each other (Section 1.3.2), and therefore, if
synaptotagmin-mediated effect is at the docking step this would not result in decreased
docking-to-fusion lag times in a GUV-based assay, but rather higher docking efficiency.
On the other hand, the few milliseconds delay is in a similar range as observed be-
tween calcium triggering and fusion measured with capacitance patch clamping (Voets,
2000). In this kind of assay however, vesicles could be potentially docked at the plasma
membrane prior to the trigger signal. There were also studies with fluorescently la-
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belled chromaffin granules and TIRF microscopy reporting fusion of previously not
docked vesicles (so called “crash” fusion) with time of 33 ms (Verhage and Sørensen,
2008). Moreover, comparable delays were also previously observed in assay involving
planar bilayers and either SUVs (minimum 8 ms; Domanska et al., 2009) or purified
synaptic vesicles (time constant of 36 and 63 ms for condition with and without cal-
cium, respectively; Kiessling et al., 2013). The chromaffin granule fusion time constant
measured in this study (τ ≈ 60 ms) is close to synaptic vesicle to planar membrane
fusion without calcium. Therefore, taking into account (similarly like with SUV and
LUV fusion) the substantial vesicle diameter difference (around 40–50 nm for synaptic
vesicles, Takamori et al., 2006; and 100–300 nm for chromaffin granules, Park et al.,
2012b) and the effect of curvature and cooperativity (as discussed earlier in this sec-
tion), GUV-based assay may have potential of promoting faster fusion events then with
planar bilayers.

However, few milliseconds delay presented in this work, although is one of the shortest
delay times among in vitro fusion assays, is still slower than sub–millisecond triggered
synaptic vesicle fusion events (Neher and Sakaba, 2008). There is already a substantial
amount of electrophysiological evidence that such events are not only coming from
previously docked vesicles but also from “newcomers” (e.g. Hallermann et al., 2010;
Ritzau-Jost et al., 2014) that need to undergo rapid docking and priming prior to fusion.
Nevertheless, such fast events so far could not be spotted in cells with microscopy
techniques like in studies by Zenisek et al. (2002) or Midorikawa and Sakaba (2015),
probably due to technical constraints. There can be couple of reasons why the fusion
speed in the GUV-based assay is slower than in vivo:

1. Reaction temperature—All microscopy measurements presented in this study
were performed at the room temperature. It was demonstrated before that syb
49–96 displacement kinetics from the ΔN complex during SNARE ternary com-
plex formation is temperature sensitive and therefore temperature has an effect on
fusion times (Hernandez, 2012). Moreover, the temperature dependence of neu-
rotransmission has been known since a long time (Eccles et al., 1941) and was
investigated in many contexts including fast mammalian synapses (Sabatini and
Regehr, 1996) and exocytosis in PC12 cells (Zhang and Jackson, 2008). Accord-
ingly, increasing the reaction temperature to the physiological level (36–37 °C)
in a GUV assay could potentially increase fusion speed, and therefore, decrease
observed lag times.
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2. Artificial acceptor complex—The stabilised acceptor complex (Pobbati et al.,
2006) used in this study consists of syntaxin, SNAP-25 and a short fragment of
synaptobrevin (49–96). In cells such complex does not exist, but at the same
time the arrangement of plasma membrane SNARE-proteins (i.e. syntaxin and
SNAP-25) along with accessory proteins prior to arrival of the synaptic vesi-
cle is not fully understood and still under debate. The ΔN complex used here
is believed to increase the SNARE complex zippering nucleation efficiency and
therefore vesicle docking rate (Pobbati et al., 2006; Smith and Weisshaar, 2011;
but the docking efficiency was not determined in a GUV assay) and assure the cor-
rect SNARE complex assembly (parallel versus antiparallel; Choi et al., 2016).
However, the necessity of syb 49–96 displacement prior to full zippering cre-
ates an additional energetic barrier increasing time needed after initiation for full
SNARE complex assembly (also due to partial reversibility of the N-terminal zip-
pering; Fasshauer et al., 2002; Wiederhold and Fasshauer, 2009; Hernandez, 2012
also discussed in Section 4.3.1). Therefore, employing in a GUV assay a native
acceptor complex could speed up the reaction.

3. Lack of the membrane organisation — The organisation of the proteins
reconstituted into GUV membranes can be assumed to be random unless par-
titioning to membrane domains (Bacia et al., 2004) or clustering (van den Bo-
gaart et al., 2011) occurs. In the reconstitution system utilised in this study it
is not the case as can be seen in Figure 3.1 with relatively uniform distribution
of fluorescently labelled ΔN complex across the GUV membrane. In physio-
logical environment the presynaptic plasma membrane together with adjacent
cytoplasm creates a highly organised structure (so called active zone; Südhof,
2012). Therefore, the presynaptic plasma membrane has a very specified protein
(Südhof, 2012) and lipid composition (including for example PIP2 — van den
Bogaart et al., 2011; PIP3 — Khuong et al., 2013). Also in secretory cells lack-
ing an active zone were detected so called fusion “hotspots” (Yuan et al., 2015).
With the specific membrane arrangement cell assures that the time needed for
Ca2+ diffusion from the channel to sensor is minimised and that vesicle has suf-
ficient amount of factors (among those available for binding SNARE acceptor
complexes) needed to perform fusion. In the GUV assay, liposome or CG after
initiation of the first SNARE complex diffuses docked on the GUV surface until
the sufficient amount of SNARE complexes needed for fusion are formed. It was
previously shown that for fusion of two SUVs one SNARE complex is sufficient
(van den Bogaart et al., 2010) but here, due to lower membrane curvature, and
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based on evidence discussed also in Section 4.3, clearly formation of multiple
ternary SNARE complexes is needed. This process could be greatly accelerated
if the local concentration of acceptor complex would be increased.

4. Lipid composition — Neuronal cells accumulate polyunsaturated fatty acids
towards the axonal tip (Yang et al., 2012). This type of lipids was reported to
induce lipid packing defects that could lower the energy of membrane deformation
(Vamparys et al., 2013) and support endocytosis (Pinot et al., 2014). This can
be further supported by finding that some of the polyunsaturated fatty acids
speed up vesicle exocytosis in PC12 cells (Ong et al., 2006). Therefore, one
could hypothesise that presence of such polyunsaturated lipids in membranes of
vesicles used in this study could also facilitate membrane fusion. Other lipid that
was shown to be important for exocytosis speed is sphingomyelin. Sphingosine
that is produced from this lipid can activate exocytosis (Darios et al., 2009) and
therefore could also speed up the fusion in an in vitro assay.

Keeping in mind that lag times between docking and fusion reported by the assay
presented in this work can be even further increased, it can be concluded that SNARE
proteins, without any cofactors, can catalyse membrane fusion with millisecond kinet-
ics, not only with small vesicles but also with large secretory granules. These findings
support the hypothesis that SNARE zippering can be completed in sub–millisecond
time after the initial trans-contact. In this situation, there is no need for intermediate
states with SNAREs arrested at a partially zippered state that was thought to explain
the fast fusion kinetics in neurons (Jahn and Fasshauer, 2012). Initially, the model with
partially zippered complexes was developed because only small conformational rear-
rangements of SNARE proteins would be necessary upon Ca2+ signal. Such SNARE
configuration could be achieved by interaction with an accessory protein playing a role
of a “clamp” (see also Section 1.2.3) with primary candidates being synaptotagmin
(Chicka et al., 2008) or complexin (Kümmel et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2010). The clamp
needs to be released rapidly upon the Ca2+ signal in order to allow the SNARE complex
to complete zippering. Nevertheless, experimentally long-lived trans-complexes were
difficult to capture and mechanism that would maintain the partially zippered state
has remained elusive (Jahn and Fasshauer, 2012). Therefore, an alternative model
obviating the need of partially zippered SNARE complexes has been proposed (Ger-
ber et al., 2008; Jahn and Fasshauer, 2012). In this model the control of membrane
fusion is put upstream of SNARE complex nucleation and it envisions SNARE ma-
chinery as “single shot” device that once nucleated translates all the zippering energy
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into membrane fusion. Additional advantage of such arrangement would allow to also
displace the accessory proteins upon SNARE zippering initiation avoiding the steric
hindrance caused by multiple bulky proteins bound. The evidence presented in this
work provides an argument for the second model with SNAREs envisioned as “single
shot” devices.

4.3 The effect of SNARE complex assembly on vesicle docking
and membrane fusion

In this study, it could be observed that syb-LUVs upon docking diffuse on theΔN-GUV
membrane surface and can then further proceed to either the full fusion or to undock.
The diffusion of docked vesicles has not been reported before in other available fu-
sion assays involving planar bilayers (for the overview of in vitro fusion assays see
Section 1.3.2) even if the docking times were prolonged (> 50 s) like in the work of
Schwenen et al. (2015). Such events were not observed despite the fact that the protein
mobility was checked to be normal (Wagner and Tamm, 2001; Schwenen et al., 2015).
What is more, vesicle immobilisation in a simple membrane environment consisting of
lipids and SNARE-proteins only seems not natural in comparison to relative vesicle
immobilisation during docking–fusion process in cells where the molecular crowding as
well as cytoskeleton may play a role. Nevertheless, small displacement of exocytotic
vesicles after docking was observed in cells before (e.g. for GLUT4 containing vesi-
cles — Li et al., 2004; Yuan et al., 2015; chromaffin granules — Steyer et al., 1997;
Steyer and Almers, 1999; Karatekin et al., 2008; synaptic vesicles — Jordan et al.,
2005; Lemke and Klingauf, 2005; Park et al., 2012a). However, the molecular nature
of membrane attachment is unknown and may not be SNARE-mediated. Probably
the only example of diffusive behaviour of a docked vesicle in reconstitution system
was reported by Tareste et al. (2008). In the presented there assay the plasma mem-
brane SNARE proteins were located on a small liposomes and synaptobrevin on GUVs
(opposite arrangement to the synaptic vesicle-plasma membrane morphology). Never-
theless, the fact that docked liposome diffusion can be observed among in vitro assays
only when GUVs are used, points out another advantage of a GUV-based system.

4.3.1 Reversibility of the SNARE complex assembly

This study presents that SNARE-mediated interactions of liposomes or granules with
GUV membrane can be reversed (Section 3.3.1, Figure 3.19). One of the possible ex-
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planations for this phenomenon is fact that the stabilised SNARE acceptor complex
(ΔN complex) was used on GUV membrane. This complex has been already shown
before to reversibly interact with synaptobrevin during the first N-terminal part of zip-
pering, before the displacement of syb 49–96, in case when a short syb fragment (1–59
or 1–52) was used (Pobbati et al., 2006; Wiederhold and Fasshauer, 2009). In fact, both
N- and C-terminal SNARE complex zippering was shown to be reversible with only
the full zippering being quasi-irreversible (Wiederhold et al., 2010). SNARE-mediated
interactions of liposomes could be also reversed by competition with a soluble domain
of syb (syb 1–96) in case of full length syb containing 2 alanine substitutions in the N-
terminal part of the SNARE-motif (I45A, M46A syb, referred here as AA syb; Yavuz,
2015) and the ΔN complex. Although the ΔN complex has certain advantages (see dis-
cussion about acceptor complex on page 86 in Section 4.2), the need for displacement of
the stabilising syb fragment (49–96) perturbs the zippering process itself, and therefore
slows it down, possibly allowing more flexibility during the N-terminal zippering. In
a situation with an acceptor complex consisting of one molecule of syntaxin 1 and one
of SNAP-25, zippering probably progresses very fast through all layers of the SNARE
complex and making the zippering process quasi-irreversible (Fasshauer et al., 2002;
Wiederhold and Fasshauer, 2009). On the other hand, it cannot be excluded that
in vivo exists a molecular “clamp” preventing C-terminal SNARE complex zippering
in a similar way as syb 49–96 in the ΔN complex, and/or that accessory proteins (like
for example Munc18 — Baker et al., 2015) stabilise the N-terminal assembly (see also
discussion about partially zippered SNARE complex in Section 4.2). What is more,
undocking was also observed in vivo (e.g. “bounce” events in Midorikawa and Sak-
aba, 2015), though since the molecular nature of docking is unknown it could not be
directly attributed to SNARE complex. In the presented in this study docking and fu-
sion assay, undocking is therefore most probably a result of multiple SNARE complexes
assembling and disassembling randomly before the first syb 49–96 is displaced, leading
sometimes to situation that no complex is “holding” the vesicle at the GUV membrane
any more, and the vesicle can diffuse away (visible in microscopy images as undocking).
This hypothesis can be further supported by the finding of weak cooperative coupling
between assembling SNARE complexes in fusing LUVs (Hernandez et al., 2014). It is
the first to our knowledge demonstration that the ΔN complex and WT full length
syb can reversibly interact. This reversibility could not be observed in previous studies
of interactions between the ΔN complex and syb (Wiederhold and Fasshauer, 2009)
probably due to absence of membranes. In this study, presence of negatively charged
lipids in both membranes (10 mol% PS) leads to vesicle-GUV repulsion and therefore
potentiates the “reversibility effect”.
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4.3.2 Do two vesicle docking modes detected with iSCAT represent inter-
mediates of membrane fusion pathway?

More results concerning the SNARE zippering mechanism came from analysis of the dy-
namics of docked vesicles with iSCAT microscopy (Section 3.3.2). Observation of
syb-LUVs containing either WT or AA syb docking and diffusing on the ΔN-GUV
membrane indicates that there is no single docking mode, but rather there are at least
2 represented by loose and tight docking (Figure 3.22 and 3.23). It has to be men-
tioned that observation of WT syb-LUVs docking for prolonged times and not fusing
was possible due to previous rounds of LUV to GUV fusion that depleted the number
of ΔN complexes available for SNARE complex formation by either utilising them for
fusion reaction itself or by subsequent lateral diffusion of WT syb on the GUV and
cis complex formation (observed also previously by Hernandez, 2012). The remaining
acceptor complexes were not sufficient to generate energy needed for fusion of LUVs
with GUVs. This points out that there is definitely more then one SNARE complex
needed for fusion of LUVs with GUVs.

Another question that arises, is why there is significantly less “tightly docked”
AA syb-LUVs than WT LUVs (Figure 3.23). The AA syb variant was first used in
a study by Wiederhold et al. (2010) where it was suggested that mutated amino acids
(I45 and M46) represent a coiling “trigger site” needed for efficient SNARE complex
assembly. In the I45A, M46A syb mutant (AA syb) this trigger site is perturbed which
leads to drop in small liposome fusion efficiency (Wiederhold et al., 2010; and no fusion
in case of LUVs — Yavuz, 2015), and decreased neurotransmitter release in chromaffin
cells (Wiederhold et al., 2010). It was also found that AA syb is less efficient in displac-
ing the syb 49–96 fragment from the ΔN complex and its binding can be competed out
with WT syb 1–96 (Yavuz, 2015). In turn, it leads to a conclusion that AA syb stalls
the fusion reaction at earlier stage then Δ84 syb (Yavuz, 2015) or WT syb in case of
limited availability of ΔN complexes (Figure 3.23). This block can be sometimes over-
come and lead to “tigh docking” probably due to collisions of LUV and GUV increased
during loose docking. The fact that loose docking can be also found in WT syb samples
indicates that loose docking is an evidence of a transient zippering intermediate rather
than a kinetic dead-end.

The question remains what is the molecular state of the tightly and loosely docked
vesicles. Since the distinction of the two docking types is made based on the dy-
namic behaviour description, it could be hard to assign them to electron microscopy
data. However, it was shown before that Δ84 syb-LUVs, as well as AA syb-LUVs with
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ΔN-LUVs, can form a “tightly docked state” (Hernandez et al. 2012 — Δ84 syb, and
Dr. Halenur Yavuz, personal communication — AA syb). This structure visible in elec-
tron micrographs presents two vesicles with apposed membranes tightly pressed against
each other but neither fused nor hemifused (Hernandez, 2012; Hernandez et al., 2012).
It was already postulated that interface between these tightly pressed membranes is
dehydrated (Hernandez, 2012). Additionally, results from docking FCCS-based assays
(Cypionka et al., 2009) point out existence of irreversibly docked vesicles even when
trans SNARE complexes are disassembled by NSF (Yavuz, 2015). Moreover, tight and
loose trans SNARE complexes were also described in physiological context in chromaffin
cells (Xu et al., 1998, 1999). Taking all this into account, it is conceivable that tightly
docked vesicles observed with iSCAT microscopy also represent structures visualised
previously with electron microscopy (Hernandez et al., 2012). However, it remains to
be elucidated whether this docking is insensitive to SNARE complex disassembly like
in Yavuz (2015) and whether there is increased in comparison to AA syb number of
tightly docked Δ84 syb-LUVs. At this point it cannot be also excluded that tightly
docked vesicles from this study are hemifused to the GUV membrane. Nonetheless, this
scenario seems unlikely since neither of discussed here syb mutants (Δ84 and AA syb)
is able to induce hemifusion of two LUVs (Hernandez et al., 2012 and Dr. Halenur
Yavuz, personal communication) that have a higher net curvature (i.e. lower energy
barrier for fusion) than a LUV with a GUV together.

The more detailed analysis of the diffusion dynamics of docked vesicles presented in
this work revealed that vesicles identified as tightly docked diffuse slower than loosely
docked (Figure 3.24). This fact further supports the distinct nature of two described
here docking modes. Additionally, the loose state mobilities are much more dynamically
heterogeneous than tight ones (as could be inferred from distribution of major and
minor diffusion coefficients of AA syb-LUVs, Figure 3.24 E). In a presented here system,
the diffusion coefficient probably depends on (i) the adhesion surface between the LUV
and GUV membrane lipids (that probably increases with time up to a point when
membrane tension of an LUV counteracts its further expansion), and/or (ii) the current
number of SNARE complexes engaged in the docking process (what makes the whole
process more complex taking into account assembling and disassembling complexes
as discussed in Section 4.3.1). If the hypothesis that tightly docked state represents
a dehydrated bilayer-bilayer contact sites holds true then (i) would contribute mostly
to diffusion coefficients of vesicles docked in a tight mode, while (ii) would be the main
determinant of diffusion coefficients of loose vesicles. To prove this scenario computer
modelling similar to the one presented by Warner et al. (2009) could be helpful.
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Very puzzling observation of fast minor component of diffusion coefficients correspond-
ing to tightly docked AA syb-LUVs suggests that such vesicles might transiently detach
from the GUV while being tightly docked for the remaining majority of time. The diffu-
sional mobility reaching above 5 µm2/s corresponds well with the previously measured
values of vesicles diffusing in a planar membrane proximity without docking (Kyoung
and Sheets, 2008). This observation may actually contradict the hypothesis of for-
mation of irreversible dehydrated bilayer-bilayer contact sites by AA syb-LUVs with
ΔN-GUVs. On the other hand, since docking mode in a single track was unambigu-
ously classified as either tight or loose, such vesicles might have been loosely docked for
a minor time at the beginning of a track and subsequently developed a tight docking
morphology. Here, analysis of more docking events would be necessary to investigate
this issue.
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4.4 Conclusions and Outlook

In conclusion, experiments presented in this work show:

1. A method for ΔN-GUV formation;

2. A novel single vesicle in vitro fusion assay based on GUVs combined with either
liposomes or purified secretory vesicles;

3. That SNAREs only can induce very fast membrane fusion of large vesicles (li-
posomes or CGs) to GUVs in milliseconds after initial contact and therefore
provide an evidence against the need of partially zippered SNARE complexes for
sub–millisecond synaptic vesicle fusion events in vivo;

4. That docked vesicles and therefore SNARE proteins can reversibly interact with
each other (when the ΔN complex and full length syb are used);

5. A label-free method of observation of vesicle docking with iSCAT microscopy in
in vitro reconstitution experiments;

6. That fusion of LUVs to GUVs requires more than one SNARE complex; and

7. Two SNARE-mediated vesicle docking modes (loose and tight) that can represent
stalled intermediates of SNARE-induced membrane fusion pathway.

Despite the fact that GUV-based fusion assay presented in this work demonstrated
membrane fusion events with millisecond kinetics, there is still a number of improve-
ments that can be implemented in order to make the assay more optimal and/or phys-
iological (in addition to factors already discussed on page 86) :

1. Improved GUV formation — As mentioned in Section 4.1 the ΔN-GUV for-
mation protocol can be still improved. In order to make the assay more physiolog-
ical, a buffer with ∼ 150 mM salt should be included in the GUV lumen. It would
be also important to create GUV bilayer assymetry and include other kinds of
lipids that were shown to play an essential role in the presynaptic plasma mem-
brane like phosphoinositides (PIP2, Martin, 2012; and PIP3, Khuong et al., 2013),
sphingomyelin (Darios et al., 2009), or polyunsaturated fatty acids (Yang et al.,
2012).
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2. Improvement of imaging — The temporal resolution of the assay should be
improved in order to allow identification of fusion events faster than the current
time resolution of 12 ms. In the future, it is possible that even faster scanners
than available in the Leica SP8 setup can be developed to improve temporal
resolution. From the currently available fluorescence microscopy techniques spin-
ning disc confocal microscopy (like imaging of local Ca2+ influx in hair cells
in Ohn et al., 2016) could provide a better alternative for the confocal scan-
ning setup used in this study. Although imaging of fusion events on GUVs with
various widefield microscopy setups (also including laser excitation and CMOS
cameras) was not successful (data not shown) due to the very low signal-to-noise
ratio, it is possible that it could be improved in a custom-build imaging setup.
Various tricks could be employed like for example use of cylindrical lens (im-
proving z-resolution; Huang et al., 2008), planar (Holekamp et al., 2008) or line
illumination (Junek et al., 2009), with the two latter ones allowing video-rate 3D
imaging. Moreover, the assay is currently being further developed for label-free
detection of fusion events with iSCAT microscopy.

3. Improved data analysis — Up to this point, detection of docking and fusion
events was done manually. A natural next step in the assay development would
be to automatise detection of vesicle docking and subsequent automatic moni-
toring of diffusion on GUV surface, undocking or fusion. This could be done by
correlation of vesicle position relative to GUV and subsequent tracking (possi-
bly in all dimensions). By employing filtering methods and peak detection one
could automatically extract from GUV membrane line profiles events with vesi-
cle fluorescence intensity peak on GUV membrane followed by peak broadening
indicating fusion induced lipid mixing (like on Figure 3.14).

4. Use of accessory proteins — Accessory proteins are known to be essential
for regulation of the synaptic vesicle exocytosis (Section 1.2.3). Here, implemen-
tation of at least a basic set of accessory proteins (like Munc18, fragments of
Munc13, synaptotagmin, NSF and αSNAP — Ma et al., 2013; along with com-
plexin) could help in understanding of the fusion process regulation. In this case
also more physiological SNARE acceptor complex should be utilised (as discussed
in Section 4.2).

5. Controlled membrane tension — Membrane tension has been shown to be
important factor in regulation of endo- and exocytosis (Gauthier et al., 2012).
Therefore, adjusting this parameter is crucial to recapitulate synaptic vesicle
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fusion. Recently, it has been shown that simply by modifying the concentration
of magnesium ions in solution one can control the GUV adhesion to the coverslip
and therefore its membrane tension (Gleisner et al., 2016). Another method
to control GUV membrane tension is membrane aspiration with a micropipette
(Evans and Rawicz, 1990; Quemeneur et al., 2014).

6. Other SNARE proteins mutants — In order to fully understand the connec-
tion between SNARE zippering and membrane fusion more experiments need to
be performed including also other SNARE mutants that would allow identifica-
tion of other intermediate steps of the reaction. One example could be SNAP-25
mutant with mutation in the +5th layer of the SNARE complex (Sørensen et al.,
2006), in between AA and Δ84 syb mutations. The other possibility to study
effect of various factors on fusion speed is to use myricetin — a small hydropho-
bic molecule interfering with SNARE zippering that can be removed by using
enzyme laccase (Heo et al., 2016).

Finally, I believe that a GUV-based fusion assay is a versatile method that can be
further adapted for investigation of other fusion topologies requiring fusion of highly
curved vesicles to relatively flat membrane, for example in other membrane trafficking
steps in cells like fusion of vesicles to endosomes, ER or to Golgi apparatus (also
SNARE-mediated fusion); or in case of fusion of enveloped viruses to cell membrane
(Kamiya et al., 2010). The presented in this work assay can be also adapted for studying
fusion of two large membrane structures like for example vacuoles (Nichols et al., 1997),
or cells (Aguilar et al., 2013).
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Appendix

Tables

Table A.1. Reagents. List of specific reagents used in this study.

Reagent Catalogue Number Company

Oregon Green 488 Iodoacetamide O6010 ThermoFisher Scientific
Texas Red C2 Maleimide T6008 ThermoFisher Scientific

Hellmanex II RV 800237 Hellma Analytics
Pierce Bovine Serum Albumin,

Biotinylated
29130 ThermoFisher Scientific

NeutrAvidin Protein 31000 ThermoFisher Scientific
Calcein disodium salt 21030 Sigma-Aldrich

Sulforhodamine B sodium salt S9012 Sigma-Aldrich
Bio-Beads® SM-2 Adsorbent 1523920 BioRad
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Table A.2. List of detergents tested for ΔN complex reconstitution into
preformed GUVs. Critical micelle concentration (CMC) values are taken from manu-
facturer’s website (all detergents, except for OG, are from Anatrace). For experimental
details see Section 3.1.1.

Detergent full name Abbreviation CMC (mM)

n-Dodecyl-β-Maltoside DDM 0.2
n-Nonyl-β-D-Thiomaltopyranoside NTM 3.2
n-Nonyl-β-D-Thioglucopyranoside NTG 2.9
n-Heptyl-β-D-Glucopyranoside HG 70
n-Nonyl-β-D-Glucopyranoside NG 7
n-Nonyl-β-Maltoside NM 6
n-Decyl-β-D-Glucopyranoside DG 2.2
n-Dodecyl-β-D-Thiomaltopyranoside DOTM 0.05
Octyl β-D-Glucopyranoside OG 17a

aRigaud and Lévy, 2003
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Table A.3. Phospholipids and lipophilic tracers. Lipids were ordered in a pow-
dered form. Stock solutions were prepared in 2:1 chloroform:methanol and stored at
−20 °C in sealed glass vials purged with argon. Lipophilic tracers (DiO and DiD) were
prepared in DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide).

Phospholipid or lipophilic tracer
Catalogue
Number

Company

PC
L-α-phosphatidylcholine (Brain,

Porcine)
840053P

Avanti Polar Lipids

PE
L-α-phosphatidylethanolamine

(Brain, Porcine)
840022P

PS
L-α-phosphatidylserine (Brain,

Porcine)
840032P

chol cholesterol (ovine wool) 700000P

biot-PE
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine-N-(cap
biotinyl)

870273P

NBD-PE
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine-N-(7-nitro-2-
1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)

810145P

Rho-PE
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine
rhodamine B sulfonyl)

810150P

TR-PE
Texas Red® 1,2-Dihexadecanoyl-sn-
Glycero-3-Phosphoethanolamine,

Triethylammonium Salt
T1395MP

ThermoFisher Scientific

OG488-PE
Oregon Green® 488

1,2-Dihexadecanoyl-sn-Glycero-3-
Phosphoethanolamine

O12650

DiO
3,3’-Dioctadecyl-5,5’-Di(4-

Sulfophenyl)Oxacarbocyanine,
Sodium Salt

D7778

DiD

1,1’-Dioctadecyl-3,3,3’,3’-
Tetramethylindodicarbocyanine-

5,5’-Disulfonic
Acid

D12730

TMA-DPH
1-(4-Trimethylammoniumphenyl)-

6-Phenyl-1,3,5-Hexatriene
p-Toluenesulfonate

T204
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Table A.4. Equipment. List of specific equipment and instruments used in this
study.

Equipment Characteristics/Model Manufacturer

Liquid
chromatography

system

ÄKTA Protein Purification
System GE Healthcare

Anion exchanger Mono Q 10/100 and 5/50 GL
Cation exchanger Mono S 10/100 GL
ITO-coated glasses 15–30 Ohm Diamond Coatings
Function generator PCGU1000 Velleman

Fluorolog 3 FL322 Jobin Yvon
Quartz cuvette 28F-Q-10 Starna GmbH

Spectrophotometer NanoDrop 1000 Thermo Scientific
Microplate reader Genios Pro TECAN
Rotary evaporator Rotavapor R-124 BÜCHI
Liposome extruder Mini Extruder Avanti Polar Lipids

Sonifier Sonifier 450 Branson

Glass coverslips 18 mm∅, thickness No. 1.5
(0.170± 0.005 mm)

Paul Marienfeld GmbH &
Co.KG

Imaging chamber
and stage adaptor

Chamber holding coverslips
and matching microscope
stage adaptors for Zeiss and
Leica microscopes

in-house workshop, Max
Planck Institute for Bio-
physical Chemistry

Widefield microscope Axiovert 200M Carl Zeiss
Scanning Confocal

Microscope LSM 780, AxioObserver Carl Zeiss

Scanning Confocal
Microscope TCS SP8 Leica Microsystems GmbH

iSCAT microscope home-build iSCAT
microscopy setup

Susann Spindler and
Prof. Vahid Sandoghdar
(Max Planck Institute
for the Science of Light,
Erlangen, Germany)
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Table A.5. Miscellaneous products. List of miscellaneous products used in this
study.

Reagent Catalogue
Number Company

Sephadex G-50 Superfine G5050 Sigma-Aldrich
Disposable PD-10 Desalting Column, with

Sephadex G-25 resin 17-0851-01 GE Healthcare

Slide-A-Lyzer MINI Dialysis Device, 2K
MWCO, 0.1 ml 69580 ThermoFisher Scientific

Slide-A-Lyzer Dialysis Cassettes, 2K
MWCO, 0.5 ml 66205 ThermoFisher Scientific

Pierce 660nm Protein Assay Kit 22662 ThermoFisher Scientific
Copper tape with conductive adhesive 1181 3M
Nuclepore Polycarbonate Hydrophilic
Membranes, circles, 19 mm∅, 0.1 and

0.4 µm pore size

800309
800282 Whatman
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Table A.6. Solutions. Composition of specific buffers used in this study.

Solution Components Concentration

resuspension buffer
HEPES(pH 7.4) 20 mM

NaCl 500 mM
imidazole 8 mM

extraction buffer

HEPES (pH 7.4) 20 mM
NaCl 500 mM

imidazole 8 mM
sodium cholate 10 % w/v

wash buffer

HEPES (pH 7.4) 20 mM
NaCl 500 mM

imidazole 20 mM
sodium cholatea 1 % w/v

elution buffer

HEPES (pH 7.4) 20 mM
NaCl 500 mM

imidazole 400 mM
CHAPS/OGa 1 % w/v

dialysis buffer

HEPES (pH 7.4) 20 mM
NaCl depending on protein
EDTA 1 mM
DTT 1 mM

CHAPS/OGa 1 % w/v

Coomasie staining
Coomassie Blue R-250 0.25 % w/v

methanol 46 % v/v
acetic acid 10 % v/v

Commassie destaining solution 1 ethanol 50 % v/v
acetic acid 10 % v/v

Commassie destaining solution 2 ethanol 10 % v/v
acetic acid 5 % v/v

liposome buffer

HEPES (pH 7.4) 20 mM
KCl 150 mM

EDTAb 1 mM
DTTb 1 mM

disassembly bufferc

HEPES (pH 7.4) 50 mM
potassium glutamate 120 mM
potassium acetate 20 mM

ATP 2 mM
MgCl2 5 mM

asupplemented only in case of proteins containing transmembrane domain
boptional
cWinter et al. 2009
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Table A.7. Microscope configurations. Specifications and basic settings of microscopes used in this study.

Objective Illumination/
Excitation Emission Software Other

Zeiss
Axiovert
200M

Plan-Apochromat
100×/1.40 Oil
Plan-Apochromat
63×/1.40 Oil DIC

Xenon-short-arc
lamp XBO 75

AxioCam
MR3 AxioVision

Filter Set 46
(000000-1196-681): BP
500/20, FT 515, BP 535/30
Filter Set 43
(000000-1114-101): BP
545/25, FT 570, BP 605/70
Filter Set 50
(488050-9901-000): BP
640/30, FT 660, BP 690/50

Zeiss
LSM 780,
AxioObserver

LCI Plan-Neofluar
63×/1.3 Imm Korr
DIC M27

Lasers: Argon,
DPSS561,
HeNe594, HeNe633

PMT Zen 2010 -

Leica
TCS SP8

HC PL APO CS2
63×/1.40 OIL

Lasers: Argon,
DPSS 561,
HeNe633

PMT
HyD LAS X -

iSCAT
UPLSAPO
100×/1.4,
Olympus

LED lamp,
Laser: 532 nm
continuous-wave
laser

CMOS
camera custom

home-build iSCAT microscopy
setup by Susann Spindler and
Prof. Vahid Sandoghdar (Max
Planck Institute for
the Science of Light in
Erlangen, Germany), similar
to Hsieh et al. (2014)125



Scripts

Script 1. ImageJ macro for analysis of GUV membrane fluorescence in-
tensity. This macro automatically localizes a GUV on an image and linearizes its
membrane.
1 /*
2 This macro was developed by Agata Witkowska for the study Witkowska A. & Jahn R.

(2016) "SNARE - mediated fusion of liposomes and chromaffin granules with giant
unilamellar vesicles with millisecond kinetics ", Submitted

3
4 This macro can be used for automatic detection of GUV on amicroscopy image (1 GUV

on image present ), linearization of its membrane with apolar transformation
method , removal of saturated pixels and measurement of peak membrane
intensities on atransformed image . It returns GUV diameter , mean membrane peak
intensity and std of it.

5 Required plugin : Polar Transformer .
6 */
7
8 // Clears ROI manager
9 roiManager (" Deselect ");

10 roiManager (" Delete ");
11
12 // Creates directory for saving files
13 File. makeDirectory (File. directory +File. nameWithoutExtension +" Membrane_Profile ");
14 MacroDir =File. directory +File. nameWithoutExtension +" Membrane_Profile /";
15
16 // Returns pixel size of original image needed for future diameter calculations
17 getPixelSize (unit , pixelWidth , pixelHeight );
18
19 run(" Duplicate ...", " ");
20
21 // Provides extended border for circle fitting
22 run(" Canvas Size ...", " width =200 height =200 position = Center zero");
23
24 saveAs ("Tiff", MacroDir +File. nameWithoutExtension +"_ed");
25 GUVedTIF =File. nameWithoutExtension
26 GUVed =File. nameWithoutExtension +"_ed.tif";
27 run(" Duplicate ...", " ");
28
29 // Thresholding for GUV border determination
30 run("8-bit");
31 run(" Entropy Threshold ");
32 run(" Select Bounding Box ( guess background color )");
33 run("Fit Circle ");
34 run("ROI Manager ...");
35 roiManager ("Add");
36 roiManager (’select ’, 0);
37 roiManager (" Rename ", "GUV");
38 selectWindow ( GUVed );
39 roiManager (’select ’, 0);
40 waitForUser (" Pause "," Check Circle Fit"); // possibility to correct circle fit ,

make sure to resize existing ROI border
41 roiManager (" Update ");
42 run(" Duplicate ...", " ");
43
44 // Making GUV membrane flat
45 run(" Polar Transformer ", " method = Polar degrees =360 default_center

for_polar_transforms ,");
46 saveAs ("Tiff", MacroDir + GUVedTIF +" _polar ");
47 GUVpolar = GUVedTIF +" _polar .tif"
48 run(" Duplicate ...", " ");
49
50 selectWindow ( GUVpolar );
51
52 width = getWidth ();
53 height = getHeight ();
54
55 run("Set Measurements ...", "min display redirect =None decimal =3");
56
57
58 // Removal of saturated pixels
59 for (y=0;y< height ;y++) {
60 for (x=0;x< width ;x++) {
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61 if ( getPixel (x,y) ==65536) setPixel (x,y ,0); // change this accordingly in
case of other than 16- bit images

62 }
63 }
64
65 maximas = newArray ( height );
66
67 for (i=0;i< height ;i++) {
68 run(" Specify ...", " width = width height =1 x=0 y=i");
69 run(" Measure ");
70 maximas [i]= getResult ("Max");
71 }
72
73 Array . getStatistics (maximas , min , max , mean , std);
74
75 roiManager (’select ’, 0);
76 Roi. getBounds (x, y, width , height );
77
78 // Log file results printing into semicolon - delimited *. txt file with GUV diameter

mean membrane peak fluorescence and std of it
79 print (File. nameWithoutExtension +"; "+ width * pixelWidth +"; "+mean+";"+std);
80
81 // Cleaning phase
82 roiManager (" Deselect ");
83 roiManager (’save ’, MacroDir + GUVedTIF +" _RoiSet .zip"); // saving ROI list
84 roiManager (" Delete ");
85
86 selectWindow ("Log");
87 saveAs ("Text", MacroDir + GUVedTIF +"_Log.txt"); // saving Log results
88
89 selectWindow (" Results ");
90 run(" Close ");
91
92 run(" Close All");
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Script 2. ImageJ macro for analysis of FRAP data. This script extracts bleach
settings and fluorescence intensities from FRAP image stacks from ZEN 2010 (Zeiss).
Output data is formatted for analysis with Script 3 in GNU Octave that automatically
strats at the end of this script.
1 /*
2 This macro was developed by Agata Witkowska for the study Witkowska A. & Jahn R.

(2016) "SNARE - mediated fusion of liposomes and chromaffin granules with giant
unilamellar vesicles with millisecond kinetics ", Submitted

3
4 Macro was developed for the analysis of FRAP data with circular bleach spot

generated with ZEN 2010 software from Zeiss and is optimized to work with
anative file format for this software ". czi"

5 The file with code for GNU Octave that will be executed after completing this macro
should be located in your imagej directory

6 For full execution of this macro you need GNU Octave to be added to your command
line

7 */
8
9 files = newArray (0);

10 filesOctave = newArray (0)
11 dir= getDirectory (" Select the directory ");// here you select adirectory where your

FRAP data files are located
12 list= getFileList (dir);
13 for(i=0;i<list. length ;i++){
14 if( endsWith (list[i],".czi")&& indexOf (list[i],"FRAP") >=0){ // the files that

will be analysed should contain ". czi" extension and word "FRAP" in their
name

15 files = Array . concat (files ,list[i]);
16 }
17 }
18
19 setBatchMode (true);
20
21 for(f=0;f< files . length ;f++){
22
23 run("Bio - Formats ", "open=’"+dir+ files [f]+"’ color_mode = Default view= Hyperstack

stack_order = XYCZT "); // opening files
24
25 image = replace ( getTitle () ,".czi","");
26 height = getHeight ();
27 getPixelSize (unit , pixelWidth , pixelHeight );
28 pxwidth =1* pixelWidth ;
29
30 ROIx =1* getInfo (" Layer | Circle | Geometry | CenterX #1"); // gathering info about

bleach spot
31 ROIy =1* getInfo (" Layer | Circle | Geometry | CenterY #1");
32 ROIr =1* getInfo (" Layer | Circle | Geometry | Radius #1");
33
34 x=ROIx -ROIr;
35 y=ROIy -ROIr;
36
37 makeOval (x, y, 2* ROIr , 2* ROIr); // reproducing bleach ROI from ZEN
38 run("ROI Manager ...");
39 roiManager ("Add");
40 roiManager (’select ’, 0);
41 roiManager (" Rename ", "FRAP");
42 run("Set Measurements ...", "mean display redirect =None decimal =5");
43
44 makeRectangle (0, height -6, 6, 6); // generation of abackground ROI - here you

can change its size and localization
45 roiManager ("Add");
46 roiManager (’select ’, 1);
47 roiManager (" Rename ", " background ");
48
49 roiManager (’select ’, newArray (0 ,1));
50 roiManager (" Multi Measure ");
51 selectWindow (" Results ");
52
53 lastRow = nResults ;
54 setResult (" Label ", lastRow , " bleach frame ");
55 setResult ("Mean(FRAP)", lastRow , " frame time");
56 setResult ("Mean( background )", lastRow , " pixel size");
57 setResult ("new", lastRow , "FRAP radius ");
58
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59 lastRow = nResults ;
60 setResult (" Label ", lastRow , getInfo (" Experiment | AcquisitionBlock |

MultiTrackSetup | TrackSetup | BleachSetup | BleachParameterSet | StartNumber #1"))
;

61 setResult ("Mean(FRAP)", lastRow , getInfo (" Information | Image | Channel |
LaserScanInfo | FrameTime #1"));

62 setResult ("Mean( background )", lastRow , pixelWidth );
63 setResult ("new", lastRow , ROIr* pxwidth );
64
65 outfile =dir+ image +" _Results .txt";
66 saveAs (" Results ", outfile ); // saving results file for each image separately

with table including FRAP and background values as well as information
about the bleach frame , frame time etc. in the last row of the file

67 filesOctave = Array . concat ( filesOctave , outfile );
68
69 roiManager (" Deselect ");
70 roiManager (" Delete ");
71 selectWindow (" Results ");
72 run(" Close ");
73 run(" Close All");
74 }
75
76 setBatchMode ( false );
77
78 imagejdir = getDirectory (" imagej "); // here should be located your Octave script file
79
80 Array . print ( filesOctave );
81 selectWindow ("Log");
82 saveAs ("Text", imagejdir +"Log.txt"); // printing log table with results file list

for Octave processing
83 run(" Close ");
84
85 exec("cmd", "/c", " octave --persist file_import4 .m"); // execution of the Octave

script - make sure file name and localization are correct
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Script 3. GNU Octave script for analysis of FRAP data. This script was
developed based on description by Miura (2012).
1
2 %{
3 This macro was developed by Agata Witkowska for the study Witkowska A. & Jahn R.

(2016) "SNARE - mediated fusion of liposomes and chromaffin granules with giant
unilamellar vesicles with millisecond kinetics ", Submitted

4
5 Script was developed for the analysis of FRAP data with circular bleach spot

generated with ZEN 2010 software from Zeiss and is optimized to work with
anative file format for this software ". czi" and is intended to use with
accompanying ImageJ macro

6 It groups multiple FRAP traces into groups with the same bleach parameters and
analyses groups of data instead of individual files .

7 Required packages : optim , io.
8 %}
9

10 clear all;
11 close all;
12
13 pkg load optim ;
14 pkg load io;
15
16 % Import of multiple files version
17 [DIR , NAME , EXT ]= fileparts ( mfilename (" fullpathext ")); % directory , name and

extension of this script file
18 filelist = textread ( fullfile (DIR ,’Log.txt ’),’%s’, ’Delimiter ’, ’,’);
19 norm2sort = struct ;
20
21 for f=1: length ( filelist )
22 file= fopen ( filelist {f}); % open file with results
23 [DIRDATA , NAMEDATA , EXTDATA ]= fileparts ( filelist {f});
24 nlines = fskipl (file , Inf); % count number of lines in file
25 frewind (file); % set the file position to the beginning
26 data= dlmread (file ,’\t’ ,[1 2 nlines -3 3]); % load "Mean(FRAP)" and "Mean(

background )" columns to data
27 frewind (file); % set the file position to the beginning
28 params = dlmread (file ,’\t’ ,[nlines -1 1 nlines 4]); % load " buffer frame ", " frame

time", " pixel size" and "FRAP radius " to params
29 params = num2cell ( params ); % make separate cells in params
30 [pbf ft px fr ]= deal( params {:}); % pbf - " prebleach frames "; ft - " frame time "; px

- " pixel size "; fr - "FRAP radius "
31 clear params ; % remove params array
32 fclose (file); % close file
33
34 % Two -step normalisation accoriding to Miura , K. (2012) " Analysis of FRAP Curves

", European Advanced Light Microscopy Network
35 tbleach =pbf*ft;
36 Ifrap_pre =0;
37 n= length (data);
38 data =[ data zeros (n ,2) ];
39 for t=1: pbf;
40 Ifrap_pre += (data(t ,1) -data(t ,2))/pbf;
41 end
42 for t=1:n;
43 data(t ,3) =( data(t ,1) -data(t ,2))/ Ifrap_pre ; % first normalisation norm1
44 end
45 Ifrap_bleach =data(pbf +1 ,3);
46 Ifrap_pre_norm =mean(data (1: pbf ,3));
47 for t=1:n;
48 data(t ,4) =( data(t ,3) -Ifrap_bleach )/( Ifrap_pre_norm - Ifrap_bleach ); % second

normalisation norm2
49 end
50
51 % Generation of structured array with experiments grouped according to pbf , ft ,

px , fr and no of timepoints
52 grname = strrep (["gr__" num2str (pbf) "__" num2str (ft) "__" num2str (px) "__" num2str

(fr) "__" num2str ( length (data))], ".", "_"); % group name
53 if (! isfield (norm2sort , grname ))
54 norm2sort .( grname ). params =[ pbf ft px fr ]; % group params pbf ft px fr
55 norm2sort .( grname ).time= colon (0,n -1)*ft; % group name time
56 endif
57 if ( isfield ( norm2sort .( grname ),"all"))
58 norm2sort .( grname ).all =[ norm2sort .( grname ).all; transpose (data (: ,4))]; % adds

norm2 to the array with all norm2 data from one group
59 else
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60 norm2sort .( grname ).all= transpose (data (: ,4)); % creates array with all norm2 data
from agroup

61 endif
62 if (! isfield ( norm2sort .( grname ), " selected "))
63 norm2sort .( grname ). selected .data =[];
64 norm2sort .( grname ). selected . names ={};
65 endif
66 if (mean(data(pbf +0.5*( end -pbf):end ,4)) > 0.15) % select only data with recovery ,

can be adjusted
67 norm2sort .( grname ). selected .data =[ norm2sort .( grname ). selected .data; transpose (

data (: ,4))];
68 norm2sort .( grname ). selected . names {end +1 ,1}= NAMEDATA ;
69 endif
70 norm2sort .( grname ).( NAMEDATA )= transpose (data (: ,4));
71
72 data =[ transpose ( colon (0,n -1)*ft) data ]; % add time to data [time , mean FRAP , mean

background , norm 1, norm 2]
73
74 dlmwrite ( fullfile (DIRDATA ,["out " NAMEDATA ".txt"]) ,data ,’delimiter ’,’\t’); %

saves data with normalisation to separate file for each experiment
75 end
76
77 grnames = fieldnames ( norm2sort ); % structural array with group names
78
79 splitpath = strrep ( strjoin ( strsplit (DIRDATA , filesep )(end -1: end),"_")," ","_");
80 xlsname =[" Fit_log_ " splitpath ".xlsx"];
81 header ={" Group Name" "A" " err_A " "tau" " err_tau " "D" "chi2" " deg_f " "Q"};
82 xlsDIRDATA ="C:/ Octave "; % workaround the bug in io package
83 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), header , "Log");
84
85 % Analysis on groups
86 gg =1;
87 for g=1: length ( grnames )
88 pbf= norm2sort .( grnames {g}). params (1);
89 time= norm2sort .( grnames {g}).time;
90 norm2 = norm2sort .( grnames {g}). selected .data;
91 all= norm2sort .( grnames {g}).all;
92 dlmwrite ( fullfile (DIRDATA , [ grnames {g} " _norms_mean .txt"]) ,[ transpose (time)

transpose (mean(all)) transpose (std(all))],’delimiter ’,’\t’);
93
94 % Plots of groups
95 figure (’Name ’, grnames {g})
96 subplot (2 ,1 ,1)
97 plot(time , all)
98 grimgnames = fieldnames ( norm2sort .( grnames {g}))(5: end);
99 legend ( grimgnames )

100
101 if ( length ( norm2 ) != 0)
102 if ( length ( norm2 (: ,1)) == 1)
103 y= norm2 ;
104 else
105 y=mean( norm2 );
106 endif
107 sigma =std(y(1: pbf)); % measurement error
108
109 % Fitting
110 tfit=time(pbf +1: pbf +150) ;
111 y=y(pbf +1: pbf +150) ;
112 t0=tfit (1) -0.0000001;
113 % model function :
114 f=@ (p, tfit) p(1)*exp ( -2*p(2) ./( tfit -t0)).*( besselj (0 ,2*p(2) ./( tfit -t0))+

besselj (1 ,2*p(2) ./( tfit -t0)));
115 % initial values :
116 init =[0.5; 0.1];
117
118 % Linear constraints
119 A=[1; -1]; B=0;
120 settings = optimset (" inequc ", {A, B});
121
122 % Start optimisation
123 [p, model_values , cvg , outp ]= nonlin_curvefit (f, init , tfit , y);
124
125 % Plot mean data and fit
126 subplot (2 ,1 ,2)
127 plot(tfit ,y,tfit , model_values )
128
129 % Statistics of fit
130 chi2=sum (((y- model_values )/ sigma ).^2);
131 Q= gammainc (0.5* chi2 , 0.5*( length (y)-length (p)), " upper ");
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132 D=fr ^2/(4* p(2));
133
134 settings = optimset (" ret_covp ",true ," objf_type ","wls");
135
136 p_err_ar = curvefit_stat (f, p, tfit , y, settings );
137
138 p_err =sqrt(diag( p_err_ar .covp));
139
140 % Generation of output xls file
141 LOG ={ grnames {g} p(1) p_err (1) p(2) p_err (2) D chi2 ( length (y)-length (p)) Q};
142 LOG_cell = sprintf (’A%s:end%s’,num2str (gg +1) ,num2str (gg +1));
143 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), LOG , "Log", LOG_cell );
144
145 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), {"Time (s)" " Intensity " "Fit"}, sprintf (’

group %s’,num2str (g)));
146 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), transpose ([ tfit; y; model_values ]) ,

sprintf (’group %s’,num2str (g)), sprintf (’A2:end%s’,num2str (1+ length (tfit))))
;

147 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), {" Group Name" "All" " Selected "}, sprintf (
’group %s’,num2str (g)), ’E1:end1 ’);

148 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), { grnames {g}}, sprintf (’group %s’,num2str (
g)), ’E2 ’);

149 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), grimgnames , sprintf (’group %s’,num2str (g)
), sprintf (’F2:F%s’,num2str (1+ length ( grimgnames ))));

150 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), norm2sort .( grnames {g}). selected .names ,
sprintf (’group %s’,num2str (g)), sprintf (’G2:G%s’,num2str (1+ length ( norm2sort .(
grnames {g}). selected . names ))));

151 gg ++;
152 else
153 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), {"Time (s)" " Intensity "}, sprintf (’group

%s (-)’,num2str (g)));
154 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), transpose ([ tfit; y]) , sprintf (’group %s

(-)’,num2str (g)), sprintf (’A2:end%s’,num2str (1+ length (tfit)))) ;
155 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), {" Group Name" "All"}, sprintf (’group %s

(-)’,num2str (g)), ’E1:end1 ’);
156 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), { grnames {g}}, sprintf (’group %s (-)’,

num2str (g)), ’E2 ’);
157 xlswrite ( fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , xlsname ), grimgnames , sprintf (’group %s (-)’,

num2str (g)), sprintf (’F2:F%s’,num2str (1+ length ( grimgnames ))));
158 endif
159
160 % Saving of the output figure in .svg format
161 saveas (g, fullfile ( xlsDIRDATA , [" Group_no " num2str (g) "_" splitpath ".svg"]));
162 end
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List of Abbreviations

AC alternating current

ATP adenosine triphosphate

CATCHR complexes associated with tethering containing helical rods

CG chromaffin granule

CHAPS 3-[(3-Cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate

CMC critical micelle concentration

CMOS complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor

DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide

ΔN complex SNARE acceptor complex consisting of plasma membrane SNAREs:
syntaxin and SNAP-25, stabilized with a C-terminal fragment (49–
96) of synaptobrevin 2

DOL degree of labelling

DTT dithiothreitol

EDTA ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

ESCRT endosomal sorting complexes required for transport

FRAP fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

FRET fluorescence (also Förster) resonance energy transfer

GLUT4 glucose transporter 4

GUV giant unilamellar vesicle

HEPES 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid

IPTG isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside

iSCAT interferometric scattering microscopy

ITO indium tin oxide
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LB lysogeny broth

LUV large unilamellar vesicle

MSD mean square displacement

MWCO molecular weight cut-off

NSF N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor

OG octyl β-D-glucopyranoside

OG488 Oregon Green 488

PIP2 phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate

PIP3 phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate

PMSF phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride

SD standard deviation

SDS sodium dodecyl sulfate

SEM standard error of the mean

SLB supported lipid bilayer

SM Sec1/Munc18-like

SNAP Soluble NSF Attachment Protein

SNARE SNAP Receptor

SUV small unilamellar vesicle

syb synaptobrevin 2

TB terrific broth

TIRF total internal reflection fluorescence

TMD transmembrane domain

TR Texas Red

Vpp peak-to-peak voltage

VRMS root mean square voltage
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